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I.  INTRODUCTION 

The Problem 

This paper is the result of a second field trip from 

July I960 to December 1961 to the Tillase of Finóla, in Chiapas» 

southeast Mexico* Based on the knowledge of the community aoquired 

during the first field study, July-December 1959» we presented a 

study proposal to the Department of Anthropology at the University 

of Chicago, where the Chiapas project was organised. It was our 

aim during a second stay in Pinola to study a group of Revestido 

Indians* Such "redressed** Indians are those who hare discontinued 

wearing the traditional Indian costume and have adopted Western 

olothing* 

Wo made no a priori assumptions about the meaning of adopt- 

ing Ladino olothing, nor» more particularly, were we taking this 

ohange cither as a cause or as a result of Ladinisations rather 

this phenomenon was observed as one of many changes going on in 

the community* the field study was directed toward finding out 

other» more subtle types of changes involved in the immediately 

disoernlble ohange of habitual clothing* 

In order to carry this out» we planned to work with ten 

Revestidos only, intending later to widen the study to include the 

nuolear families and mere extended kinship groups of the original 

ten* Since Pinola is a bioultural community in which Indians and 

Mestisos (or Ladinos) interact in many contexts, it was also impor- 

tant to include both of these groups in order te obtain a complete 

1 
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picture of how the Revestidos interested with more traditional 

Indians» and how these latter viewed the Revestidos. 

Whether the Revestido assumed Western dress as an expres- 

sion of deviance from his community, or did so as a result of 

wider» ongoing changes» we oould not at that time say. 

Concentration upon the ten Revestido informants was de- 

cided upon beoause we wanted a diagnostic sample rather than a 

statistical one. The number of Revestidos in Pinola is too large 

to cover them all in any depth. As against trying to take into 

account the entire group» we believed that participant observation 

in the activities of the ten selected» together with taking ques- 

tionnaires» life histories» genealogies» schedules of activities» 

accounts of their experiences outside the oommunity» their images 

of other groups» and so forth» would give us a better knowledge of 

the quality and depth of whatever cultural changes were inherent 

in becoming a Revestido. 

Certain variations were Included in the sample» suoh as 

(1) a person who had recently changed versus one who had adopted 

ladino clothing more than ten years earlier} (2) a single Revesti- 

do among an entire Indian-dressed family versus one who was a mem- 

ber of a whole family or generation of Revestidos} (3) Revestido 

informants who had had prolonged experience outside Pinola versus 

others who had never left the town} (k)  those who had special sta- 

tus» suoh as eurers» as against others who did not} (5)  some who 

were well integrated with their families and with the Indian group 

generally versus others who were in oonfliot with "Indianness"j 

and (6) young versus elder Revestidos. 

It «as net expeotod that the ten Revestidos would be alike. 
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Chango in oaoh oaso would perhaps differ according to oortaln fac- 

tors suoh as status, ago, length of time spent outside the village, 

and so forth»  At least it vas expected that we might establish 

a range of change from those who* on the one hand, were still sub- 

merged in the Indian oulture to others who had adopted Western 

oultural practices and values» 

Another aim of the study was to find what motivations and 

external circumstances had produced the chongo and* one© this 

process had bogun, what woro the attitudes and spheres of activity 

most influenced by it, and whether the aooulturatlon was deep, in» 

volving changes in basic values and beliefs, or superficial (that 

is, involving only the adoption of the Spanish language and some 

items of material culture). 

This objective assumed a thorough knowledge of Indian cul- 

ture and social structure. Without this, it would manifestly be 

impossible to establish any range of variation, since we would 

lack the means to determine the starting point from whioh modifi- 

cations began. After working for almost two months with the ten 

Revestidos, we discovered that there was much to learn about 

underlying Indian soolal controls, beliefs and values» It was 

precisely one of our Revestido Informants who started us on the 

way to acquiring suoh knowledge» 

As .^.-gathered data on this last aspect, the picture be- 

came clarified as to what barriers were set up by tbe Indian group 

for individuals attempting change* When, after a time* we resumed 

the study of the Revestidos» our previous plan underwent change» 

Our Informants knew more or less of the outside world than did 

their fellow-pillagers t they spoke better or worse ¡Spanish; seme 
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vero engaged In activities other than the traditional agricultural 

ones; yet all were members of the Indian community, participants 

in its beliofs, subject to its controls» and aware of the magical 

world surrounding them* Essentially, they were as Indian as the 

most traditionally dressed members of the community* 

those, then, were aooulturated Indiana who were adapting 

to changes going on in the community as a whole» but whose self- 

images remained Indian* There was no intention to be mobile» or 

to take Ladinos as their reference group, and no observable proc- 

ess of Ladlnisation* 

At the some time a different range of variation became ap- 

parent; it was between those Revestidos who kept their Identifica- 

tion with their group of orientation and thoso others, to be de- 

scribed later on, whose behavior was at great variance with the 

former* This second group was oriented toward mobility* They 

were well acquainted with ladino yaya and wore rapidly rejecting 

Indiannoss; they were, in fact, Ladiniaed Indians* 

Finóla, «he oeunty seat of the Municipio of villa las 

Rosas in southeast Chiapas has approximately 8,000 inhabitants. 

Of the total population there ar« 1,600 Mestisos (called Ladinos 

in this area), and approximately it*500 Haya Indians» speakers of 

a Txeltal dialeot* these figures are* however, not entirely re- 

liable* because the Indian percentages are augmented by local La- 

dino census takers (A)a3* the reasons for falsely augmenting the 

total number of Tseltal Indians Is that a town that can establish 

Whenever a capital letter appears In parenthesis In the 
text» It refers to a source of information Usted in Appendix I* 
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a majority of poor peasants with a subsistence economy ©an orado 

some taxes, or at least bare thora reduced by federal and state 

authorities. 

Finóla Ues In tierra Templada, the main climatic varia- 

tions are between the dry season, December to April, and the 

rainy season, May to November, the temperature Is very stable 

«lth a mean of seventy degrees Fahrenheit the year around* The 

town is located on a limestone terrace at approximately &»300 feet 

above sea level, Wagner and Hotohklss (1959$1-8) Include Pinola 

and other Chiapas communities studied by the Department of Anthro- 

pology at the University of Chicago, in an ecological zone rang- 

ing from 3*000 to 6,000 feet. All of these settlements share com- 

mon Characteristics» based on topographical and vegetatlonal fea- 

tures, which prove to be Important for some aspects of human ac- 

tivity. In this aone we find: 

1. Nucleated Indlan-Ladino settlements located on a 

slightly raised terrain in the central part of the terrace 

level, 

2. seven or eight garden sitios per block (a sitio 

lnoludoe a family*s house and the gardens surrounding it), 

instead of larger house sities as at higher levels» 

3. Rouses nade of wattle and daub, utilising poles 

from the local secondary brush and woodland* augmented 

by easily obtainable rook and mod» Typical reefs are made 

of local grasses or of palm* 

¿K A house plan which tends to bo open, due to the 

worm climate, with ample air spaee left between walla and 

roof* The house bao an unenolesed porch In front, and a 

ooefchouae standing apart from the main structure, 

5* Gardens usually located in or near the house com- 

pound. 



6* Three types of cultivated land—irrigated, un- 

irrtgatod slash-and-bum field*» and gardens. 

7* Irrigated lands» located near the settlements in 

the lowest portions of the terrace surfaoes and in the 

•alloys. Water is brought to them in oanals from springs 

at the inner edge of the terraces* 

8. Slash-and-bum fields* found mostly on the more 

level lands at some distance from the settlements* Near 

the settlements» the steeper slopes are also cultivated. 

9* An abundance of tropical fruit» such as «apote» 

nango, and papaya, as well as crops such as bananas, 

citrus, sugar oane, and ooffee* 

Yet, Pinola differs from other communities of the area 

in certain aspects which arise from its particular location* 

Its situation **•• near the upper altitudinal limit of some crops 

like coffee, sugar and tropical fruits notes this term an optimal 

site for commercial production for the Indians" (Wagner 1959*Fart 

IX, p. 11). The local dally market is an active oentor for the 

purchasing of these products by Indians from neighboring Tillages 

where the crops are more restricted by climatic conditions* Mar- 

ket activities and the large-scale production of sugar cane and 

coffee account for the population growth from a small village of 

**79 Indian* and four Negroes, as reoorded in the census of 1778» 

to the present-day figure of 7» 761». 

Sinoe 195^» the town has been connected with the Fan» 

Amerioan Highway, and with larger towns by an all-weather road* 

this fae* has increased the possibility of marketing linola pro- 

duce in nearby larger town* and oitios. 

the town is built en a grid plain» typioal of Spanish co- 

lonial settlements* the seat of the Municipal Government, or 
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Presidencia, the market and the main church flank the oerttral 

plaza* Streets ron more or less in a north-south or east-vest 

direction. The Ladinos live almost exclusively In the blocks 

which surround the central park, a section known as "the Center." 

Toward the outskirts there are some poorer Ladino households, 

among sections regarded as strictly Indian* 

Indian houses begin at the second North and second south 

streets» and extend toward the borders of the town, and the same 

situation oocurs in the east-west direction* The high value of 

land and property, together with class barriers, would make it im- 

possible for an Indian to live in tho Gontor area* In fact, some 

Indians who at one time owned sitios near the Center have sold 

them to Ladinos and moved to the outskirts. 

On tho oast side of the town stands a hill, the slopes of 

whioh, owned communally, are cultivated in patches, but are main- 

ly used by Indians for gathering both firewood and fresh wood for 

house construction* 

A flrmt impression that Finóla is a hi cultural community 

arises from observation of three aspects; language, house typo, 

and dross* Those are valid but not absolute criteria because, as 

will be seen, aeeulturative processes have produced some differ* 

Oncos* 

Conservative Indian men wear a distinctive costume of 

white cotton aaWU-length trousers, aMrta of «be same materiel 

má color, and either red or multicolored sashes* their white 

hats, made of straw or pressed paper* vary greatly in sleet but 

tend to be wide-brimmed. Usually they go barefooted, and the warm 

climate dees not necessitate extra, protection* A few elder men 
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have cotonea» heavy wool ponchos bought from Chamula Indians» 

the traditional rain cape made of pain leaves is rapidly being 

replaced by a large oil-oloth oape bought at the stores* 

Indian women have a more varied costume* The tradition- 

al one of long dark blue skirt and an embroidered multicolored 

blouse vas abandoned some time ago, perhaps as lone &&* as thirty 

years* Today they «ear a long* ankle-length» printed ootton 

skirt» a white or printed blouse, and a shawl which is either 

White or dark brown mottled in white* All of the materials for 

olothing are purchased* since weaving has completely disappeared 

in the village* 

Although there is almost total büingualism among the In- 

dians* lntra-group interaction is still carried on in Taeltal* 

The typical Indian house type is found corresponding to 

that described by Wagner and Hotchkiss (195936)» except for some 

owned by the wealthier Taseltales* 

There are some groups of Indian residents of Finóla who 

have migrated from other communities into the area fairly recently* 

The largest foreign group are the Hulatecos* speakers of Taotsil* 

who settled in this town during the revolution* In the last fif- 

teen years a few families have moved to Pinola from Amatenango 

and Aguaoatonango, both fairly close Tseltal villages* 

There is a general esassnsus among Indians that ladinos 

have lived in the town for a comparatively short lams* perhaps 

the last forty or fifty years* Some eld men still "remember" that 

in their youth, the whole center of town was inhabited by Indians* 

This is net entirely historically accurate, sines the baptismal 

books of the parochial church show that by the middle of the nine- 
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teenth century there already was a Ladino nucleus in the town» 

the church has kept separate records for Ladino baptisms and mar- 

riages» and it vas thus possible to verily this information* 

unfortunately for this study» Pinola belonged to the par- 

ish, of Soyatitan till the early part of this oentury and the rec- 

ords in the local ohuroh are incomplete* The first Indian mar- 

riages date from 1884» but as early as 181*0 there are records of 

baptisms of children of ladinos settled in the town. 

At present» government» education» formal Catholicism 

and the administration of the town are in the hands of Ladinos» 

who are also the large-scale entrepreneurs and businessmen. The 

Indians have representation in the municipal government» but al- 

ways in a subordinate capacity» subject to the leadership of La- 

dinos» 

The President is the eleoted chief of the town* He is 

assisted by a judge» a secretary» a treasurer and other minor of- 

ficials* the jurisdiction of the local government follows the 

pattern of Spanish-American colonial cabildos (the municipal gov- 

ernment)} that is to say» judicial and economio matters of impór- 

tanos are submitted to higher ranking authorities outside the 

towjt* thus» economio affairs are dealt with in San Bartolo and 

judicial ones in the city of Gamitan* the President has on Indian 

Regidor» who acts mainly as presidential agent to the town Indians» 

in order to obtain their cooperation with official authorities* 

there is a resident priest who offers Mass most often in 

«he temple of san Miguel» Patron Saint ef Pinola* the other two 

churches» San José1 and that of the Virgin of Ouadalupe» are used 

only for a few special oeeasions during the year, the village 
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priest baa organized a number of Catholic sodalities to keep the 

church in order and to organise ceremonies! thus absorbing the 

functions held formerly by the Indian religious hierarchy* 

There are two schools» one near the main plasa» This is 

a state school which offers complete elementary education and is 

attended mainly by Ladino children* The ether* in the outskirts* 

Is a rural school which offers only the first two grades. This 

school, attended mostly by half-iadine children» has a few Indian 

children, but they attend very irregularly* The boys are claimed 

very early in life to work in the aligas (corn fields), «hile the 

Girls are required to participate actively in household chores, 

as well as in buying and selling* 

The only formal Indian institution is the Tsoltal civil 

hierarchy. Men serve for a year, and then rest two or three 

years between the ascending posts in the hierarchy* The lowest 

civil post, or "cargo," Is that of ffavordomo* The second in as- 

cendancy is that of Regidora and the highest, Alcalde* 

We have desoribed in a goneral way, the setting and some 

of the outward characteristics ef the people of Pinola. now it 

becomes necessary to deal with activities which are typical of 

each group, as well as with the many forms in which ladinos and 

Indians depend upon eaoh other* Contacts, although restricted 

and highly structured, are many. 

The Indians are small agriculturalists, devoted to the 

cultivation of malse* beans and squash, which providestkfc* staples 

for their diet» Sugar «ano is grown in the lowlands, to the vest 

of Pinola, and this is a good cash erop. However, not all Indians 
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own plots In this area, nor oan many afford the oost of Railing 

the «one to obtain panela, a coarse brotm sugar. Coffee is grown 

in the house gardens* mostly for homo consumption» Land holdings 

fall under four systemss ejido, communal, small properties, and 

ranches. 

A small proportion of the Indian population oarries out 

extra economic activities, but these are always practiced as a 

sideline and do not entail giving up the traditional farming. 

Such enterprises include: 

1. Small stores, set up in a room of the 11vine com- 
pound. Chili peppers, salt, onions, matches, cigarettes, 
kerosene, trago (white liquor made from cane sugar), and 
other inexpensive items are sold. The supply is soanty and 
the stores are always attended by the women who answer when 
a customer oalls, and then return to their household chores. 

2. Barber shops. These may be operated by anyone own- 
ins a pair of scissors. It is common to see Indians giving 
haircuts in their gardens. They cargo much lower rates than 
the shops down town, and usually are open on Saturdays and 
Sundays, the days the owners are free from agricultural work. 

3. Marimba players. The most popular music in town is 
that offered by such musicians, who produce music of poor 
quality but are Inexpensive to hire for celebrations in In- 
dian homes» 

if. Carpentry* This sideline is followed by two indi* 
viduals, who malm vary simple and crude pieces of furniture» 

£* Pottery making* done by a few women and mostly for 
home use* 

Another activity, which is not a specialisation since it 

is practiced by all the Indian male population» is the making and 

repair of fiber nets» used for carrying com» 
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The sise of the community makes neoessary a series of ar- 

tisan skills, all of which are In «lie hands of the poor Ladinos* 

This same group has taken over such Jobs as truck drivers' as- 

sistants» unskilled labor of several kinds» maids in wealthy La- 

dino houses» and so forth* 

If ve except the lover olass Ladinos (or half-Oomiteoos)» 

the rest of the superordinate group is strietly non-agrioultural. 

IShen they devote themselves to the exploitation of large ranches 

it is in the role of entrepreneurs» who hire both Indians and 

poor Ladinos on a shareeropping basis or as peons. There are 

some large ranches devoted to cattle raising and cheese processing» 

but the owner is generally not engaged in manual labor in these 

activities. 

The Ladinos have a series of other commercial activities» 

such as the transportation of local produots to neighboring mar- 

kets» and the supplying of local needs ioriout-of-tovn articles. 

Ooffee» eorn, cane sugar and fruits are the main exported items» 

while machinery, hardware and grocery articles, furniture and 

olothing are the main Imports. Almost every family of the upper 

olass owns one or more trunks» constituting a large Investment 

of oapitali ownership of these vehioles is a symbol of prestige 

in itself* 

other businesses typioal of the upper olass families 

aren (1) large stores selling groceries, agricultural tools» 

olo thing, liquor» and so forth j (2) mills for the grinding of 

com for tortillas i (3) billiard and pool halls 1 (h)  bars» and 

(3) movie theatres, of whioh thore aro two In the town. 
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Ladlno-Indlan Economic interdependence 

U*e faot that each olass carries out characteristic ac- 

tivities in Finóla brings about a closer interdependence between 

Ladinos and Indians» «specially in the eoonomio sphere. Follow* 

ing are some of the «ays in union the two groups depend upon each 

other* 

1. The Indians buy from Ladino local storesj 

(a) items of clothing such as shawls* sandals, materials 

for clothing, hats, hair ribbons, and so forth; (b) tools 

for agricultural work such as machetes, soap, kerosene, 

chili peppers, cooking grease, meat, candles, liquor, 

kitohen vare. Ingredients for ouring preparations, and so 

forth» 

All of these articles sell in Pinola at a higher price 

than they do in the nearby town of San Cristobal, because 

of the costs in^tóved in transporting them into Finóla, 

Some Indians manage to go to Son Cristobal to shop person- 

ally, or thoy may ask friends or relatives to purchase the 

most expensive and durable equipment for them there* Never- 

theless, only a small minority travels out of Pinola, be- 

oauso the oost of the trip by bus or in Ladino trucks: can- 

cels out the advantages of lover prices elsewhere* 

2* the Indians depend upon the Ladinos for the mar- 

keting of their harvest surplus* There is a small group 

of local farmara who produce in large enough quantities to 

make it worth hiring space in Ladino-owned trucks to trans* 
sort their produce to neighboring markets, where prices 

are mom advantageous, ibis presupposes, however, both an 

ability to deal with businessmen In the outlying towns» as 

wall as a considerable money surplus to gain profits once 
transportation costs are deduoted. Xt is quite common for 

the Indian to sell whatever harvest surplus he has to the 
looal Ladino middlemen, despite the fact that he knows he 

will oerae out of the deal as a loser* 
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3* the Indians sell locally vegetables and animals 
grown at homo. This type of sale, handled by women, Is 
dono from house to house* or in the daily market, Bggs, 
chickens, squash, ooffoe, fruits, flowers and some edible 
roots are the most common Items in this category. 

k-*    Upper olass ladinos lend money to Indians. The 
almost subsistence lerel economy of the large majority of 
the Tseltal population forces them to borrow money at 
high interest when an emergeney occurs* A family cele- 
bration, suoh as a wedding or baptism, new outfits of 
olothing, sickness or a death in the family, are suffi- 
cient to unbalance the delicate equilibrium of the house- 
hold resources* the rates of interest are very high* up 
to 20$ monthly* and tfoe warranty offered by the borrowers 
is usually the title to their lands» or their forthcoming 
crops. In the latter ease» the Ladinos will lend as low 
as one-third of the actual amount which the products will 
sell for at harvest time* the Indians are perfectly aware 
of this but, under the oiroumstanoes, they hare no ohoioe 
but to borrow* 

5» the Indian men sometimos go to work at the nearby 
sugar refinery at Pujiltlk, or at the rice mill in Bl 
Arroaal» usually they work for only one or two weeks at 
a time* either when work is slack at the mllaaa. or when 
an economic emergency arises* 

6* A last fot» of dependence is that of the poorest 
Indians» who have Tory little land for cultivation and 
who» in order to augment a scanty income, rent plots in 
the large ranohes, or enter into sharecropplng agreements 
with the owners* 

In the six aspects described above, it can be seen that 

there is a mutual intergreup dependence, although It ft** been 

described meetly f*em the point of view of the Indians* tne role 

of the Ladinos in all the transactions, either as buyers, sellers, 

landowners, er transportation agents could net very veil continue 
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without ttu» profits derived from supplying the Indians» needs 

for goods and sendees. 



II.  CLASS STRUCTURE IN PIN OLA. 

The Use of jho Concept of,, gaste 

In «his general description of Pinola there was ««poatod 

mention of "rioh ladlnca»" "poor Ladinos»" and Indians» without 

further analysis of the local olass structure. Before proceeding 

with a discussion of the particular processes involved in the 

transition of an individual from one social stratum to another» 

it is imperative that we be more precise in the definition of the 

different strata of Pinola society. This will take us somewhat 

far afield» due to the fact that inter-ethnic relations have been 

described as "caste systems" by anthropologists working in Middle 

Amerioa» Hence we have to trace back the use of this term in or* 

der to understand how it is defined for this and other areas as 

well as our reasons for departing from it. 

societies where there is a lower stratum (either a colored 

group» as in North America} or an Indian one» as in Middle and 

South Amerioa) for whose members upward social mobility is diffi- 

cult or impossible have boon classified as having "caste systems,' 

Beth sociologists and anthropologists seem to be adhering more 

and mere to this usage. Warner adopted the term color-caste to 

describe the status of Negroes in the United states» He applied 

the term to the segment of the population 

severely punished by the formal sad infernal rules of our so- 
ciety if they intermarry, and when they break this rule of 
•caste» endogamy their children suffer the penalties of our 
caste-like systsm by being placed in the lower color caste. 
Unlike «lass the rules of the system forbid the members of 
the lever easts from climbing cut of it* Their statue and 

16 
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«bat of their children ayo fixed forever* There can bo no 
social mobility out of the lower oaste into the higher onos 
(Warner 1960»20), 

Bollard» in his study of caste in a Southern town in the 

United states* analyses «too barriers to social oontaot or* at 

least to some forms of social oontaot • •• to sexual congress be- 

tween upper caste women and lower caste men and to the legitimacy 

of a child of members of the two oaste**" He adds» 

American caste is pinned not to cultural but to biologi- 
cal features, to color» hair form and the like» Inferior 
oaste results in a degree of social isolation for the indi- 
Yiduals concerned. Nothing else seems absolute about the 
oaste barrier* Xt does not totally exclude social oontaot 
and seems to hare no other mark so distinctive as the mar- 
riage and sexual prohibitions (Bollard 1957162). 

the acceptance of the terra "oaste" ill theoretical publica- 

tions (Weber 1957»71» Parsons 1958t78, and Barber 19571335-36) is 

quite generalised. Barriers to mobility are the main criteria to 

define different sooial systems as "caste systems." Barber makes 

this explicit1 

On the basis of institutionalised value attitudes toward 
sooial mobility we may define two basic models1    the open- 
class system which strongly approves of upward mobility ... 
and encourages everyone) to improve his present social class 
position* The other is the "caste" type which strongly dis- 
approves of sooial mobility ... and treats the wish to im- 
prove one's present olass position as sinful (Barber 19571 
335). 

We are not bore) ooneerned with the use of the word "oaste" 

in the description of the statusssystem in the United States* the 

Only purpose in mentioning it hero is for the influence it has had 

upon reoent studies in Middle end South Amerioa. 

Theuusage is imprecise, as can be seen fren the following* 

Tumin (1952) centers hi» whole thesis around the use of the «on* 

oept of casto* Bis criteria for the adoption of the term are» the 
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institutionalised avoidance patterns between ladinos and Indians, 

toe taboos on oommensallsm and miscegenation and the absence of 

upward mobility. 

In the same year» Be la fuente (1952176-96)» in an analy- 

sis of inter-ethnle relations in Mexioo and Guatemala, compares 

the differences in social mobility (from Indian to Ladino) between 

different areas of the countries mentioned and divides the commu- 

nities into three typest 

1.—Communities where there is a complete absence, of pass- 

ing, of which there are two subtypes! (a) No Indian is considered 

a Ladino regardless of his degree of Ladlnlsation or occupation 

and no child of a mixed marriage brought up as a Ladino is accept- 

ed socially as a Ladino. Ladino status is sought and achieved 

outside the local community, (b) A Ladinlsed individual would be 

considered a Ladino if raised or educated as suohf or he would be 

categorised as racially Indian and culturally Ladino» 

2.—communities where there is a certain amount of paaa- 

lmp (a) Ladinlsed individuals with long residence in Ladino 

communities and of artisan occupation sometimes marry Ladino women 

and pretend to be Ladinos, they are either not recognised as such 

by the latter group* or they are considered Ladinos of the lower 

class, (b) Individuals Lmdlniaed to a slight degree, women raised 

as Ladinos* and children of formal and informal mixed unions are 

recognised as Ladinos* 

3.—CemauniUes where moro complete or total passing oc- 

cur o i (a) Individuals Ladinlsed in language and custom, individ- 

uals of high status, or children of mixed unions raised as Ladinos 

aro considered Ladinos, (b) An Indian woman married to a Ladino 
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stem acquires bis status. 

Communities of types 1 and 2 are oonalderod to hare oaste 

systems» «bile type 3 has a class system. Bat sitios mobility 

'varies within types 1 and 2, De la mente (1952*81) states that 

"the social structure in particular communities may be described 

as that of caste or something union approximates it." 

Beals is more cautious with the use of the term "caste." 

When he deals with stratification in Mexico» he says that 

there is not one caste but several dosens. In such eases the 
Indian groups are at the lowest hierarchical level or paral- 

i  1«1 with the lowest level of mOstiso culture, the groups are 
self-identified» organised by village or tribe and have dis- 
tinctive oultural» linguistic and other social sttributes 
(19521327). 

After this description» he abandons the term by saying» nthese 

groups here will be called plural oultures rather than castes*n 

Recently» Relohel-Dolmatoff described a bioultural oommu- 

nlty in Colombia where mobility is restricted to tho three upper 

strata» and where Indians cannot aspire to be incorporated into 

their ranks* Again» on the basis of the barriers to mobility» 

he qualifies this system as "one of two castes so to speak* (Relabel* 

Delmatoff 19611132). 

Ve have cited these authors in order to •how that (1) with- 

out exception they refer to an absence of upward mobility as the 

main criterion for «he definition of "caste"! that (2) they do net 

use the term in any precise wayi end that (3) when the structure 

of the communities seems to include certain variations, they sim- 

ply «void the problem by using expressions sutfh as neaste~like»n 

"caste-type," "caste» so to speak»" or verse still» "something 

In the description of the system of sedal inequality in 
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Finóla wo prefer to discuss the class structure of the community. 

We do not believe it is justified to carry over one trait from a 

whole social system as It obtains, for instance, in India and ap- 

ply it to another widely different total system» Neither «ill 

such terms as ttcolor easts" or "cultural caste*' serve to clarify 

or make more specific the use of the concept of caste* 

The most useful critique concerning the use of the con- 

cept of oasts for social system other than the one obtaining In 

India, comes from Qumont (I960191-112). His is a detailed and 

erudite analysis of sociological and anthropological studies in 

which the status differences between segments of the population 

hare been described as those of caste. In particular» he attacks 

the Warner school in the united states for their use of caste to 

designate Negro-White interrelations. 

We feel justified in applying Dumont's critique to the 

situation in Finóla on the grounds that the subordinate status of 

Indians and their segregation from Ladino privileges and activi- 

ties have a similar origin to those existing in the United States. 

Ones the juridical status distinctions» in the form of debt- 

peonage for Mexico «ere abolished by «he egalitarian Ideals of 

the Mexican revolution, discrimination ajeiast Indians has been 

an effeotive sedal mechanism to reestablish the sooial distance. 

Dumont's main arguments against the use of the term caste 

are i (1) me caste system in India is a coherent sooial system 

founded on the principle ef inequality* «bile the "color bar" (or 

the ethnic bar in Finóla) contradicts the egalitarian ideal and 

It is in a «ay a social disease» (2) A sum of traits such as en- 

dogamy, mutual avoidance in certain situations and lack of easy 
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sodal mobility cannot bo «quatad to a whole sooial system* 

(3) These traits of the Indian caste system which do not find an 

equivalent are eliminated from comparison with the other societies* 

(1») In the selection of one cluster of traits, sociologists and 

anthropologists have disregarded the function which particular 

traits may have within the total system* 

Analysis of the Glass Straoture 

In the analysis of olass of Pinola we have to take into 

oonsideratlon several criteria* Although economic status is one 

of the faotors in social ranking within the community, this alone 

does not desoribe accurately the real olass atruoture. other im- 

portant criteria are oert&in occupational distinctions and the 

ethnic boundary which separates the lowest «lass (that of the In- 

dians) from the three upper ones* 

The upper olass is restricted to a few wealthy families 

who live, without exception» in the area immediately surrounding 

the central plaaa* Their high economic status is not of long 

standing* On the contrary* they show some pride in the fact that 

through industrious efforts they have acquired wealth, starting 

from relatively humble origins* In the ease of the richest man 

in town (C»s father) both himself and his family speak of his be- 

ginnings as a muleteer» transporting goods to and from Pinola* 

After tb» opening ef the read In 195*» transportation by truck 

became One of «he main econotoio activities of this elaes* They 

are also owners of large ranches which they manage as absentee 

landlords. 

There are no professionals in the ranks of the upper class 

(except f*r A, who is atypioal since he migrated into Pinola only 



a few years ago), and no groat Intellectual achievements hare 

been made by its members* Soma of than bare had ona year of 

•aoondary school» bat hare abandonad learning* attraoted by the 

faster rewards available through eommerelal enterprises. How- 

ever, since 1961 a higher value has seemingly been put on educa- 

tion. At present there are four teen-agers studying in the near- 

by oity of Comítan. 

Upper class Ladinos travel widely, frequently as far as 

Mexico City» The reasons for these trips, although mostly com- 

mercial, include visiting friends and entering into certain po- 

litloal activities in the metropolis. They also have widespread 

family and ritual kinship bonds in the larger cities of the area* 

Their soeio-reoraational private activities are very exclusive, 

including only peers in the community» guests from out of town, 

and a restricted minority of representatives of the middle olass 

local Ladinos* 

Marriage is endogamous within local upper class families, 

but there is also prestige attached to unions with powerful fami- 

lias of larger cities* They are not engaged in thepolitioal 

Ufa of the village outwardly, yet they manipulate some decisions 

in this arena through their contacts with the state and national 

authorities. 

The Ladino middle class is oemposed of smaller landVowners» 

national and state employees, resident in town, teachers, and 

smaller store-owners. There ara no agriculturalists in its ranks. 

These people travel less and have fewer outside oonneotlono. 

Teachers of the local elementary school ara regarded as the local 

intelligentsia, but asida from them, the range of education in 
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this ©lass is low. their attitude toward Indians is similar to 

that of members of the upper class* 

In the last ten to fifteen years there has been a rein» 

foroetaent of class boundaries* «specially in regard to the Upper 

stratum* Social distance from the rest of the population has in- 

creased by a fast acquisition of wealth and the power which accom- 

panies it* It is probable «bat this trend will continue» 

Treat the point of view of the Indians and half-Ladinos» 

the two upper classes are «the real Ladinos." A teacher» because 

of his intellectual pursuit is rated on the same level with a 

rich man. In the section oa the images of Ladinos held by Indi- 

ans it will be seen that both criteria are equally important in 

rating people as "Ladinos." The rich minority suspects everybody 

below them of being an Indian, while middle class members do not 

aooord great prestige to the wealth acquiring activities of the 

upper class Ladinos* 

The two lowest classes (half-Ladinos and Indians) will be 

dealt with at greater length since they are centrally linked to 

the main topic of this paper* 

In Pinola there is a group ef Mestisos of a lew eoonomic 

level between the top-ranking Ladinos and the Tseltal-speaking 

Indiano. Upper and middle «lasa Ladinos oall them "the peer peo- 

ple»*' and the Indians designate them» interchangeably, by two 

terms» «Medio Cooitecos" or «Medie Ladinas"—half-Cemitoóos, or 

half-Ladinos* 

the origin ef the term "half-Oooiteoo" is obscure, zt 

seems that about thirty to forty rears age there was a migration 
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of sereral families from the city of Oomitán.1 Those people were 

poor» and came to Pinola In search of better opportunities, inoro 

aro many half-comiteooe «bo actually «oro from Comitan» but since 

then «ho tons has acquired a wider applioatien and defines with 

precision a group characterised by a combination of econoraio and 

cultural «raits which sot* it somewhat apart from both wealthy 

upper-class ladinos and from Indians. As we shall see, howerer, 

this group interrelate» with both of the other groups. 

lb* main eoonomlc aottvity of the half-Comiteoo is agri- 

culture, but a few of thorn work as artisans» low ranking employees, 

truck drivers* assistants» and in many other necessary jobs for 

which the members of the Indian group lack the skills. Half» 

Oomltooo girls find jobs as maids in wealthy Ladino houses, tin* 

like other communities in «ho area, in which Indian women work in 

this ocpacity, in Pinola «ho half-Comiteoo girls hare taken over» 

since «hoy aro considered more intelligent, harder-working, clean- 

or and moro honest. 

Half-comlteoos aro speakers of «ho Spanish language, al- 

though a minority have learned Tseltal af«or years of interaction 

with Indians* Their houses aro scattered throughout «ho «own* 

from Tory «loso to «ho center to «ho farthest outskirts of «ho 

Tillage* «l«h «ho exception of a few better-off homos» their 

houses aro very similar «o «hose of the Indians. 

The Indian has a olear imago of «hat a half-cemiteoe Is. 

HO defines «Ids poor ladino on «ho basis of sons traits similar 

«0 those «hat oharaotoriao «ho Indian population» bat» at «h« samo 

timo» ho is conscious of «ha difference. In general» «ho main 

erl«erla iden«ifying «ho half-ceodtece aro «ho following i 

1Tnforaa«lon furnished by several Ladinosi «hero aro no of- 
ficial records in «bo «own» 
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(1) low eeonomlo level, (2) use of tho Spanish language» (3) work- 

ing habits and certain other customs similar to those of the In- 

dians, and (k)  differonoes from tho upper-olass Ladinos. 

The best and most desorlptlve definition of half-Oomite- 

cos is the following, given by one of the Informants (B): 

The half-Coraltooos are poor people. The/ speak Spanish 
only* If they know our language they do not master it* They 
are neither very Indian nor Y9rr Ladino» They do not have 
expensive clothing* They live in humble houses* They work 
in tho oorn fields and some of them have horses whioh they 
use to go on trips or to earn some money transporting oargo* 
They oat oheap things and enjoy wild vegetables as well as we 
do* They work just as the poor people (the Indians). Their 
main work is in the milpas and the sugar cane plantations* 
They are very much midway between the Ladinos and the Indians 
because sometimes they can have a better meal and eat more 
meat than we do* 

Their houses cannot bo like those of the Ladinos but the 
reason for this is not that they fear onvy (witchcraft) but 
that they lack the money* If they can afford a house with a 
tile roof and good walls* they do not paint them* They work 
liko us Indians but try to keep shorter hours and do not mal- 
treat themselves as we do* They wear pants and long-sleeved 
shirts but never a jacket or a short-sleeved sport shirt* A 
half-Ladlno understands things half-way. Re suffers very 
much like the poor people and receives no consideration from 
the rioh Ladinos* After childbirth they practioe sweat baths, 
like us and not the injeotions» enemas, and purgatives like 
the real Ladinos* 

The Ladino (0, 0) sees the half-Coralteoo as a poor man* 

There Is not as wide a oultural gap as with the Indian» but the 

poor Ladino» in general» is exoluded from private social events» 

unless he is hired in the eapaoity of a helper* 

The half-Ladino (B, 7» O, H, X) has a self image whioh 

oorresponds olosely to the one ascribed to them by Indians* He 

may pretend to be oloser te Ladinos than he actually is» and the 

main distinctions he establishes between himself and an Indian is 

the faot that there is a good deal of witchcraft among the Tsel- 

tales. He talks always about "the Ladinos1' and "the Indians" and 
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thus placo» himself in a group which ia set apart somehow from 

the other two. 

When interacting with members of the other classes» he 

feels mueh more at ease with the Indians* On many occasions» 

when this was witnessed» the grounds for communication were wide 

and varied» common interest» in agriculture» similar practices 

in curing, and many correlations in aspects of material culture 

create a basis for understanding and» to a degree» an emotional 

involvement whioh is reinforced by multiple bonds of ritual kin- 

ship. 

Boonomlc competition whioh could create conflict between 

these closely related olasses is absent* Both produce mainly for 

home consumption and the local and nearby markets absorb whatever 

surplus they may have left* 

Pie Indian 

In order to understand the behavior Of a Tseltal toward 

his own people as veil as in interaction with the ladinos» it is 

necessary to describe his belief and value systems* They deter- 

mine a way of life and keep Indian society integrated by giving 

the individual a frame of reference within whioh he may act with 

security* the Indian community has a moral cede whioh reinforces 

habits of hard work» respect for elders, economic equality, and 

reciprocal obligations* Bvoty member of the community knows 

whioh sanotions will be applied to him if he becomes a transgres- 

sor. 

there are no formal Indian institutions in this community 

to apply legal sanotions* the religious hierarchy disappeared 

about thirty years ago and the organisation of oeremonies has boon 
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absorbed gradually by the local Cathollo churoh» The civil hier- 

archy» with an Alcalde at the top» four Regidores and five Mayor* 

domo* is actually subsidiary to the purposes of the Ladino presi- 

dency» Its tasks arc mainly to keep the trails «hi oh link the 

village with the corn fields in good condition» help in the up- 

keep of the cemetery» and repair bridges built across oroeks» 

Aside from these tasks» they have no influence upon their own 

people» and being at the top of the hierarchy does not necessarily 

imply being considered as one of the Indian leaders* The Indian 

civil hierarchy is also gradually being absorbed by looal agrarian 

organisations under the control of Ladinos but this is not impor- 

tant to the Indians since there are other mechanisms of control 

which have a wider influence than these institutions» 

With the increasing influence of Ladinos over the still- 

existing Indian institutions» and the disappearance ef others» a 

question comes to minds what are the means of social control» 

what types of sanctions can be effectively applied» and what are 

the threads of the weft of power necessary to maintain adherence 

to Indian norms in spite of tee impact of external forces? 

There are two types of transgressions by members ef the 

Indian group» The ílmt type includes crimes whioh fall under 

the Jurisdiction ef Ladino authorities» Divorce» stealing» tres* 

passing on plots by animals» end conflicts ever land ownership 

are the most important incidents which the Ladino authorities are 

called upon to handle» Imprisonment and fines are the most typi- 

cal sanctions applied by the looal Judge» 

In an entirely different context» adherence by the Indi- 

ans to the nenas of the Taeltal eommunlty is reinforced by super- 
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natural sanotlons* The power to punish by witohoraft» attributed 

to men of strong spirit is the most effective means of social 

control in this area, Indians beliove that every person has both 

an animal soul (or nanl). usually an animal of the forest* and 

an ethereal spirit (or ohulol). Physioal energy* ability for our- 

ing or pro tooting the community* eren life itself depend upon the 

strength and veil-being of one*s naval and ohulel» 

The ohulel is looatod in the heart of each man but simul- 

taneously abides in one of the sacred places, the hills whioh 

surround Pinola* there it is protected from harm by the spirits 

of the guardians (or M,oll tat lies) of the Indian population* The 

ohulel leaves the body during sleep and roams about* visiting 

plaoes or communicating with other spirits* Upon his return to 

the body the person awakes* This is a natural and voluntary sepa- 

ration of the ohulel* There are other instances of involuntary 

or aooidental departures «hieh are dangerous because they involve 

illness and possibly death* When the ohulel beoomes detached from 

the body either as a result of fright or when the spirit owner of 

a place retains it* the person falls ill and a ourer has to be 

sailed to perform a ceremony whioh will reinstate «he spirit into 

the body* 

The nawal and the ohulol are different* though they com- 

plement eaoh other and blend with the person in a perfeot unit* 

The nawal is embodied in an animal of the forest whioh nmft oomeo 

«lose to his owner* A man and his nawal never meet face to face, 

yet they partake of the same essenoe. As much as the ohulel. the 

nawal also reams about at night* No man has a single animal soul* 

A minimum of three and a maslmum of thirteen are attributed to 
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Indians» Tigers» lions» monkeys, bears, opossums» bulls and a 

number of other animals are thought to bo nawals. But aside from 

these there aro others which in our oonoeption, but not in that 

of Tseltal Indians» are atmospherical phenomena» such as Thunder» 

Meteor and Whirlwind» for the Indian these are manifestations of 

live beings, i.e., Thunder is a child, Meteor is a bird» As it 

«ill be seen later» these nawals are the moot important in the 

hierarchy of supernatural oontrol. 

The survival of nan is linked to the well-being of his 

nawals. Neither toan nor his naml survive each other, A physical 

attack on the animal soul is refleoted» even to the localisation 

of the wound» in the human being» 

The average Individual does not know what animals are his 

nawals» The diagnostic techniques to find out whioh animal oorro- 

gponds to a person are absent, or lost, in Pinola» In Qhenalho* 

(Guiteras-Holmes I96I1299) «"the nawal is related to the day of 

the birth of a person •». the ilol (ourer) is summoned when the 

Infant is a few days old ... and having been told the exaot hour 

and date of birth he discovers the identity of the nawal in the 

beating pulse." Sometimes the physioal traits or abilities of 

certain Finóla Indians will make them suspeoted of having certain 

animal» as nawals» I.e., a fat man may be a bear» a hairy one a 

monkey, one who walks swiftly across muddy stretches without get* 

ting dirty may be a doe» **** so on» 

<Xbj> h****1 (tad the ehttlel constitute both the strength 

and the vulnerability of a man» The attempts of wltehee are di» 

reeted at tfo» soul. Therefore, the population of finóla Is pro» 

tooted by those who can oounteraet evil because they own powerful 

souls. 
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The greatest differences between the common men and the 

important leaders of supernatural oontrol art,the number and rank 

of nawals and the command a man has over them. Curers and Moil* 

tattles are endowed with oharaoteristios which enable them to 

guard the town and punish the transgressors. They are the only 

one» who oan oontrol the behavior of «hair nawals. They are sup- 

posed to hare top ranking spirits and nawals suoh as Thunder or 

Meteor,whieh, because of their high-flying eapaolttea, oan better 

observe the behaTior of their subjects* The idea of the magio 

flight of ourers and witobos is widespread in the world and re» 

lates to "the idea of the intelligence and to the understanding 

of seoret things or metaphysical truths expected of important men" 

(Bliade 1960t356). 

The men who exerelse supernatural control in Pinola are 

old* Ago is one of the first requirements in gaining the reapoot 

of the population, Sinoe life expeotanoy is relatlrely low, the 

mere faot of being old oauaes a man to be suspected of having a 

powerful spirit. Yet there are other criteria which reinforee 

the principle of age. One of them is behavior in aocordanoe with 

the oommunlty moral oode. The correlation between striot follow* 

ing of ralos and prestige is my high. A third criterion, whieh 

aooording to its lmportanoe should perhaps bo ranked first is to 

have dreams with certain accepted contents. Dreams are necessary 

to those who wish to play certain rolos, suoh as that of ourer. 

They constitute, aooording to the theory of dreams of the Plaola 

Indians, a true form of action, slnoo during sloop the ohulel is 

active and communicates with ether ohttlf^. or engages in other 

kinds of activities. The high ooourrenee of faee-to-faoe rola* 
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tlens and gossip In this community and ha-ring one's significant 

dreams interpreted as auspioious by one of the important old man 

can bo tho oause of starting a man on the road to being a Hellta- 

til» Tho diagnosis of a suffiolently high ohulol and na«al «ill 

not bo dono a priori» as in Chenalho'» but only after a long period 

during «hioh a continuous interplay of the three requisites men- 

tloned above are observed* Failing such manifestations» an old 

man «ill be respected for his age, but he «ill not participate in 

the hierarohy of supernatural control. 

Up to now «e have spoken of the guardians of Pinola norms 

without speolfying their distinctive roles. Although sometimes 

the roles overlap, certain distinctions can be drawn. The most 

important personalities in Pinola aret 

1. The Melltatiles or the oldest men. who both proteot 

Indians and punish their transgressions. These are not neces- 

sarily, but may be ourors, 

2. The ourera, «ho are potentially «itches. 

3. The real «itohes. They do not oure or guard but are 

motivated only by envy. 

The chulels of the Mellta tile» hold meetings on Thursdays 

and Fridays (magio days for the Tseltal Indians) and decide on the 

destiny of their subjeots. The punishment they apply follows only 

one eou?se~~«ltohoraft-~but it is perfectly legitimate» almost 

never results in death» and serves the purpose of reinforcing In- 

dian norms* 

The result of the practice ef vitohoraft is disease in 

the person it is direoted against* Indians know that a «ide vari- 

ety ef symptoms may arise out of «itohoraft» and they report to 

the medicine men to obtain a diagnosis* From then on the sufferer 
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is in the bands of the curer, who* as owner of a powerful spirit, 

can communicate with the guardians• obtain forgiveness for his 

patient* and restore hint to health as well as to a harmonious re* 

lationship with his group. This power makes the eurer a Tory im- 

portant figure in Pinola sooial structure» who acts as mediator 

between the siok individual and the judges of his behavior. His 

role entails a great prestige, but plaoes him in danger as well. 

This explains why oertain prerequisites have to be fulfilled be- 

fore he may start to practice curing. 

In order to become a curer, a man has to be of age, have 

a strong spirit, and dream a speoifio number of times. Dreams 

must take plaoe on Thursdays and Fridays, and during them the 

spirit of the future ourer has to receive instructions as to what 

therapeutio techniques to apply in his career. He must also re- 

ceive a reaffirmatory message that he is destined to cure and that 

his strength will overcome the dangers involved in this task. 

Of all the ourers in Pinola, and there are many, only the 

strong and prestigeful ones venture into the dangers of ourlng 

patients deemed to be bewitched. But they cannot cure unless they 

have the authorisation of the guardian spirits; otherwise they 

wot&ld be counteracting the punitive measures of the Molltatiles. 

Breams will be important for the surer throughout bis career, 

trom them he will learn specific medicines to apply, the possi- 

bilities of reoovery, and the type of transgression whieh his pa- 

tient has perpetrated. 

His funotions will always involve him in a plea to Hollta- 

<d>los. or in a quarrel with the foroes of evil, the powers of 

real witches* This is the reason a oarer has to be equipped with 
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the force to counteract witchcraft by being a witoh himself* His 

spirit will have to master certain situations, for Ínstanos when 

he goes to distant places to regain the spirit of a patient he 

must resist the enticements of the spirit owner of that place to 

remain» 

The real witch is a malevolent figure with a powerful 

spirit and nawala. who neither serves as guardian of the Tzeltal 

Indians nor knows how to euro. His activities are mainly those 

of bewitohing others, either out of personal wvry  or as an agent 

of another person who laoks the strong spirit necessary to east 

the spell himself. He aots without the authorisation of the Mell- 

tatiles, and may bewitch persons who have committed no crime or 

transgression. 

If age were a paramount prinolple in Pinols, every old 

man would be a candidate for participation in the supernatural 

control of the Tzeltal Indians. Yet there are many about whom 

there is general consensus that they do not have the capacity to 

"watch" because they do not have high-flying spirits. 

All the coordination among the Molltatiles takes place on 

a supernatural level. There Is no formal organisation and the 

old men do not hold meetings. On the ether hand» there are fao- 

tions of a temporary nature among some» reinforced by ties of 

ritual kinship. Nevertheless, the individual experiences fonal» 

dable guides to righteous behavior in the form of the supernatural 

ooutent of dreams and whenever he falls ill as a result of witch- 

craft. 

The cosmos ef the Finóla Indian is populated with spirits, 

aside from the ones mentioned. The hills and oaves are the resl- 
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donee of the spirits of anooators and of living men «ho are old 

and powerful. Zn the water holes, Thunder abides; nawalg roam 

about the forest. A man, unless he is reaffirmed in the possession 

of a powerful spirit and nawals, does not intrude in those plaoes 

because his ohulel might be retained by its residents* But the 

power of supernatural foroes is eren oloser to man. His own house 

has a nawal that brings death to the ohildren and nightmares to 

the adults unless oertain propitiatory rites are performed. 

The preceding description of the beliefs of Tseltal Indi- 

ans has been done on a supernatural level* lie have purposely : 

left out the analysis of the functions of witchcraft in the social 

structure of Finóla because it was our intention to desoribe, pre- 

cisely, the beliefs which determine Indian behavior* As can be 

seen, the forms of anxiety and the ways to alleviate them are 

structured. Through the intervening action of the ourer and the 

Meiltatiles» both intra-psyohie and intra-group conflicts are 

solved within a perfectly consistent system. 

The individual has no other explanation for his success 

or failure, health or disease. He lives in a world populated 

with powerful spirits which both protect and attack him. His be- 

havior is a eofttinttous search for harmony with those forces* 

Respeot for older men, economic equality» reciprocity and 

cooperation instead of competition are highly valued in the moral 

code* But the reward for etogolianoe with the norms follows par- 

ticular channels. The person who proves himself worthy of his 

group will find, at the end of a long and hard life, a place among 

«he powerful ones if consensus is reached that he possesses a good 

spirit* In this other-worldly oriented culture the summit of 

prestige is reached only by acquisition of supernatural powers. 
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in* BARRIBRS TO AND CHANNELS FOR 
SOCIAL MOÍ3ILITY 

Lading-Indian Interaction 

Inter-ethnic relations in Finóla tako plaoe within cer- 

tain specific oontexts» In the six aapeots of interdependence 

described earlier in this paper» there is some interaction» no 

matter how brief or how restricted to particular transactions* 

Besides these* there are a multiplicity of other forms in which 

the groups meet* Any attempt at classifying forms of interaction 

into a few categories may result in overlapping descriptions or» 

worse still* in incomplete analyses of some of these forms* Yet 

such classification can be attempted if we keep in mind that the 

most important aspect of any encounter between Indians and Ladinos 

is the role performance of each party. The social distanoe be- 

tween «he strata is great enough to bring into focus the super- 

ordinate-subordlnate relationships in practically every instanoe 

which brings them into oontaot. This form of analysis will lead 

ato our understanding ef the barriers between olasses and also of 

the courses of action which the mobility-oriented Indian has to 

choose from in order to cross the class boundary. 

The two types of situations which vary deeply as far as 

the roles of the interacting groups or Individuals go are the 

structured versus the unstructured contacts* By structured situa- 

tions is meant here those events organised, in most cases» by for- 

mal institutions where participation Is prearranged, or which are 

which are restricted to specific purposes «here there is little 

35 
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personal involvement and where competition is absent» These situ- 

ations» sponsored by official or religious authorities, bring the 

two ethnic groups together without involving them in any intimate 

interaction. 

An example of a structured situation is, for instance» 

when the Indian section of town or some of Its representatives» 

such as members of the civil hierarchy or of the Communal Lands 

organisation (Bienes (kwomunales)• are invited to participate in 

an official politioal celebration. Assumptions of offioe by the 

new Municipal President is one of these occasions. Mexican na- 

tional holidays» celebrated with parades» patriotic speeches and 

entertainment at the school» are another instance. Two or throe 

of the better known Indian leaders have reserved seats next to 

ladino authorities, and large groups of Bildo members march in the 

parades. 

Though somewhat different in character» «here is a whole 

series of meetings including both ladinos and Indians which con- 

cern the solution of land problems» forestry permits to gather 

weed» and maintenance cf roads» bridges and water canals. In all 

these instances matters are presented to the President by the peo- 

ple concerned. The Indians act as representatives of Tseltal 

Plnola and group action gives force to the delegations. Ladinos 

are careful not to overstep some areas of Indian rights» since the 

Ladinos are conscious of the large majority which the Indian group 

constitutes. 

The situations mentioned above are the ones in which so- 

cial distance is at a maximum» yet they can be the most harmonious', 

of all interactions. The reason is that in them the Indian is do- 
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fined as auoh In the eyes of the Ladinos Who, in turn, perform 

the rol» of Indulgent patronisors* 

Joint participation between Indians and ladinos is at a 

mfwrtmum in the religious sphere, yet their relations here are 

least strained. Under the direction of «he priest, every member 

becomes an anonymous follower of the Catholic ritual* Be it dur- 

ing the attendance at mass, where there is no physical separation 

between Ladinos and Indians, during the saying of the rosary, dur- 

ing the novenas, or in the more formally organised sodalities 

which take care of the ohurohes and organise religious oolebra- 

tions, we will find, always, a minimum of conflict* The explana- 

tion lies in the fact that in these types of situations competi- 

tive attitudes are lacking! there is no use of one group by the 

other) and again these belong to what we call structured situations 

where performances are dearly delimited. 

Both groups participate in the week-long oolebratlons or- 

ganised by Ladinos to commemorate national or religious dates* 

The central s»rk is the main locus for the performances ^-ufeliah take 

place during these days* Bat within this setting, there are so- 

cially restricted areas for toe oxolusive use of the upper olasses, 

such as certain canteens or toe municipal hall where young Ladino 

oouples dance to the music of the marimba* the wider environment 

of the plasa is free to all but toe role of the Indians is very 

much toat of outsiders looking on at Ladino activities* If Indians 

Membership is mixed in most of the sodalities. Only that 
of San Miguel has a majority of Indians, but this is due to the 
fact that San Miguel (besides being «be patron saint of toe town) 
has been fused with Tsoltal supernatural beliefs and is identified 
with thunder in the group of Flncla supernatural guardians* 
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interact -with Ladinos, it is only when buying drinks in the shops 

and canteens, or streets and food in the stores or stands temporar- 

ily set up for the celebrations* As customers in brief contact 

with tipper classes they have a definite role which contains no in* 

gradients for conflict. 

In most ef the unstructured forms of interaction which 

talco place in the political, legal and economic spheres, the supei- 

ordinancy of Ladinos comes into focus* It is in this type of en- 

counter that the mutual images, -which Include an element of dis- 

trust, heighten the barriers to eommunication. As long as the In- 

dian is able to be identified as such, the Ladino will be benevo- 

lent and patronising toward his problems. But whenever the course 

of interaction appears to obliterate the status distinction and 

there is any doubt as to the subordinate role of Indians, the La- 

dino Hill react promptly to avoid any possibility of dealing tilth 

him as an equal.  Scorn and harsh humiliation are the attitudes 

displayed by Ladinos in order to reestablish a status distinction 

in danger of being destroyed. 

the delicate line between the Ladino*s benevolent tolera- 

tion and his angry derision of tho Indian can be snapped by the 

«lightest gesture or word from the Indian implying intimacy or 

claims which are inconsistent with the rights aeoorded to the 

lover classes. In all situations involving Ladinos, the Indian 

plays a most insecure role. 

In the case ef legal problems, when Indians feel that the 

solution will emanate from the intervening action of Ladino author- 

ities, he appeals to them for advice and help. As mentioned above, 

divoroo, stealing, trespassing on property by animals, and so forth, 
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are within this rango, the local judge* the secretary» or the 

President» aocording to the type of problem» will be either pa- 

ternalistic or admonitory to the applicant as long as he maintains 

the social distance» shows submission» and complies with instruc- 

tions. Vailing these signs of respeot» Indians will be subject 

to the strictest legal sanctions; thus the authority and privi- 

leges of the upper class» personified in this case by the legal 

authorities» are maintained» 

In the sphere of private economic interaction» there are 

some instances when the situation is more structured and less 

prone to conflict. These types of oontaot occur in selling or 

buying in the local market» or When Indian women sell home prod- 

ucts from house to house. In spite of some haggling» always cus- 

tomary in economic transactions among Pinola Indians and Ladinos» 

the prices are fairly standardised aooording to area production. 

The encounters are necessarily brief» and restricted to a particu- 

lar purpose* In the local Ladino stores the same situation ob- 

tains» but here the Indian will hare to wait till every Ladino 

customer present has been waited on. When his turn comes he will 

be addressed in the familiar second person in Spanish» instead of 

the polite form cus ternary among Ladinos. 

There ore several forms of unstructured interaction which 

arise from speoiflo motivations. Among these we «ton mention the 

visits of an Indian to his Ladino "oompadro" or "oomadre" (who 

are ritual kinsmen). In the upper olass house he may have a 

friendly reception» be given discarded clothes» be thanked for 

the gifts he presents» usually fruit» a chicken or eggs» and even 

be fed in the kitchen. An Indian will receive paternalistic 
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treatment from bis or her Ladino compadres* but beyond this, 

there will be no meeting on any other ground. If he does not 

aot aeoording to the expectations of the Ladino» «ho defines him 

as a member of a subordinate group in spite of the ritual bend 

of kinship, he «111 be negatively sanctioned by derisive treat- 

ment or» in extreme eases, by cessation of the relationship» 

Other occasions of interaction are -when the Ladinos go 

from house to house in the Indian section of torn, looking for 

sellers of agricultural products or of cane sugar, and. «hen the 

Indians deal t&th the Ladino owner of a ranch in order to beoorae 

sharecroppers on it. It is unnecessary to point out here that 

the same problems arise as in other unstructured situations» In 

these eases» the ambivalence of Ladino•a attitude toward Indians 

is sharpened by the possibility of economic profit involved in 

the transactions» A conciliatory attitude «ill be maintained as 

long as the deal is likely to result exactly according to his de- 

mands for maximum benefits to himself. Failing this» ho «ill re- 

sort to behavior shoving the Indian that he is not entitled to 

make any olaims or expect any privileges «hen faced by members of 

the upper class» 

Certain spheres of both public and private social life ore 

completely restricted to either Indians or Ladinas» in «hese sit* 

uations the barriers to joint participation are essentially oul* 

toral» Some pabilo events are celebrated by Indians aooordlng to 

traditional patterns and the Ladinos aot as simple spectators» 

In estrene oases» each group oarrlee eat simultaneous but entirely 

different activities» 
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In the case of publio recreational activities» In addi- 

tion to the class barriers which inhibit joint participation 

there is a wide difference between «hat a Ladino considera lei- 

sure and entertainment and the ideas of the Indians on these 

topios* The typical Ladino publio activities in this sphere are 

picnics, sports (mainly basket ball and soccer)» horse racing» 

dances in toe park or municipal hall» and theatrical performances 

in the school. Sports and danolng» on the other band» are very 

seldom practiced by Indian people* When they go to the voods» 

they do so in an entirely different capacity. Nature is not 

viewed as a beautiful landscape» it is rather populated with taaglo 

forces with which every Indian is intimately linked. They some- 

times go out to gather wild plants or walk in the fields» or 

visit the milpas and remolco in its growth or worry about its 

failure. Perhaps they will hunt» but always with the purpose of 

eating the meat and selling the hides of the game. 

Sports as an extra activity after long hours in the fields 

do net enter into the scheme of Indian activities. Moreover» 

sports imply a competitive attitude which is foreign to the mores 

of the Indians. 

the publio celebrations whioh are strongly tinged with 

Indlanness» and from which the Ladinos keep apart are Carnival» 

the day of the Holy Cross, and the day of the Bead» In this last 

both groups oarry out different activities simultaneously. 

the Day of the Holy Cross Is restricted to the Indian 

Civil hierarohy. its members visit the orosaos, scattered around 

the Plnola area» and olose to the water holes* It is hard to ex- 

plain the original meaning of this oeremony. It Is outwardly a 
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Catholic oelebratlon and no one la town, not ovan the oldest men 

can give any information as to why it is restricted to the mem» 

bers of the Indian organisation* 

On the two other days mentioned» the Indian seotion of 

town celebrates in full view of the Ladinos but never mixes with 

them. During the three days of Carnival, the Indians adopt cos- 

tumes* hire marimbas and danoo in houses and stroots, and finally 

in the main park,  some Indians are dressed as Ladino women, 

others as Ladino men and they dance in couples. When the cele- 

bration reaches the parle, there are numerous Ladino onlookers who 

laugh at the behavior of the danoera, most of whom are already 

drunk and acting accordingly. 

Hie Day of the Dead is kept in all of Mexico, the Catho- 

lio population goes to mass and then visits the cemetery. In 

Finóla both groups fulfill their obligations to the dead, but 

once in the burial grounds they separate and engage in different 

activities. 

After an early visit to the tombs, where flowers are ar- 

ranged» the Ladinos spend the rest of the day running horse races 

outside the cemetery in a large plain. Heavy bets are laid by 

the Ladino men. Young girls and women walk around» watching «ho 

raees or ride in the looal truoks, book and forth to town* 

The Indians stay inside the cemetery most of the day» 

Ihey sit around on the tombs and enjoy a leisurely meal accom- 

panied by heavy drinking* Only lato in the evening do they re- 

turn to their houses* 

Ladinos (A, o9 J, D) resent this Indian behavior and 

avoid it by going early to the cemetery* the looal priest, the 
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ónix person «ith authority to change It, la lenient about certain 

Indian ottstoma. 

It cannot be aaid that none of the'Indiana enjoy horse 

racing, in faet there are two dajra in the year* June 29 and 

July 25» «hen a group of them enter a kind of contest» the purpose 

of which is to grab, «hile galloping» a rocster which haa been 

auapended from a tight rope secured aeroaa one of the atreeta. 

this is not atrietly a race» aince every individual «aita for his 

turn to grab at the rocster and the reward consista of acme liq- 

uor of «hieh they all partake. It is interesting to note here 

that local Ladino informants (A* s» H, J) report that Ladinos 

used to participate in these oontests but abandoned them some 

years ago beoauae they were "too Indian." 

the private oocaaions for acoial gathering» both for La- 

dinos and Indiana» as the Saint'a day of a member of the house» 

baptisms» veddinga and funerals. Joint participation is impossi- 

ble in any of them. There has been no lnstanoe in Pinola of a 

private aoeial event at «hioh a member of the oppoalte olaaa has 

been present. In this village» «here a private gathering means 

interperaonal identification» mutually felt loyaltiea» equality» 

and characterlatle modes cf entertainment» the oppoalte group la 

excluded beoauae its presence «ould moan a restriction In behavior 

and an adoption of the rules of lnteraoticn which aro obligatory 

whenever the two groups moot* Behavior during a gathering of 

either group» in the form of cooperation» etiquette» and reapect» 

la a reault of value eyatema which have few points In common bo* 

tween Ladlnea and Indiana» 

A useful distinction between Interaction in structured as 
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against informal situations is pointod out by 0* MoOuire (1950s 

197) i 

•••a formal organisation» a struotured situation »•• 
permits its mombors to have oontaots with people of vari- 
ous olaas positions without the neoesslty of intimaoy* 
Aeooptanoo within relatively informal assooiationo is the 
orux of status reputation* 

As to knovlodgo of oaoh othors* porsonalitios and «ays 

botvoon the mombors of tho two ethnic groups in Finóla» thoro is 

bettor information—although it is stereotyped in many respeots— 

among the Indians as to the nays of tho Ladinos than among tho 

Ladinos oonoemlng tho Indians* This knowledge on the part of 

tiie Indiana does not imply that Indians hare been in Ladino houses 

or hare interacted in any other than strictly delimited contexts, 

mostly economie in character. But Ladinos» as an upper class» 

have Mnows value* in the community. Ladino houses are located in 

the center of tee town» and many Ladinos own stores where several 

members of the family wait on customers* Indians» as already men- 

tioned» also attend many Ladino celebrations in the central plasa 

as onlookers* As we have seen» the Indian deals with Ladinos as 

a customer and as a sailer of agricultural products» during which 

he gains an idea not only of the symbols denoting upper class mem* 

bership» but of hew ladinos interact with each other as contrasted 

with their behavior toward «arsons of a different status* 

the knowledge of Ladinos about Indians is sketchier* 

first and foremost» an Indian is a resident of a neighborhood 

where Ladinos seldom venture» except for tho specific purpose of 

buying* Second, the Ladino deals with the Indian as an inferior» 

and may not even know his name* third» the upper «lass» in a 
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dominant position, is the one that oleses its ranks to membership 

by Indians and only receives them in specialised capacities which 

preclude any olese contact» 

the Indian is perfectly aware of the differences between 

people of his group and these of the upper class. The most ob- 

vious criteria are differences in culture and economic status* 

Another criterion is the special personality traits ascribed to 

the Ladinos i knowledge of these is derived more from the roles 

played by the members of each group during the interaction than 

from a real knowledge of individual oharaeterlsties. 

In any description of Ladinos» Indians attribute differ- 

ences in Ladino behavior to differences in wealth. Ladinos are 

often called "the rich of downtown." Yet this sooiety is made up 

of two distinct cultures» in which, despite mutual borrowing along 

oertain lines, the core of values, beliefs and customs keep them 

apart. The Indian is also aware of contrasts in "customs." In 

the eoonomio sphere, there are several activities and possessions 

considered by Indians as symbols of membership in the Ladino 

classes. Needless to say, none of them are shared by the Indians» 

which makes the distineticn between the groups much sharper. 

The Indian» highly consolous of the gap which separates 

him from the Ladinos* defines them exclusively on the basis of 

these differences. Never» in talking to an Indian did we find a 

single mention of similarity or Identity with the upper olas ees, 

in spite of the fact that as members of the same community both 

groups are subJee%)to influences whioh affect teem to some degree 

similarly, net to mention the mutual borrowing in areas of mate* 

rial culture and In practices of curing. 
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It «as said above that ono of the main criteria chosen by 

Indiana to identify Ladinos» «MI the economic one* In this we 

can inoludet type of house» dress» food» livelihood and private 

sooio-reoreational activities. It can be argued that all these 

differences are not strictly ooonoraic, but are determined by cul- 

tural distinctions* Yet we are following here the verbalisations 

of Indians who claim that Ladinos can afford certain things be» 

cause they are richer* 

Characteristic building material» sise and equipment and 

ornaments of the house are the main indicators <f Ladino upper 

classes* Such houses have brick «alls painted in colors» cement 

or tile floors and tile roofs, and both windows and doors* Hold- 

ing on the walls is another distinctive aspect. Ladino houses 

also have gardens with a variety of cultivated flowers* There 

are pets in every household, especially Cas tillan dogs worth about 

eight dollars» and not fit for going out to the fields* Birds and 

rabbits can be kept as pets too* As one Indian informant (K) put 

it» "Whenever we have these animals it is because we find them 

in the woods but we immediately try to sell them." 

In the eyes of -the Indians» the equipment of houses is 

even mere indicative of olass membership than the house itself* 

first to command the Indian»* attention are the chairs (painted 

or varnished) and the big tables whieh the Ladinos use for the 

specific purpose of sitting at and eating* Utensils are different 

also* Not only the amount and variety owned by each household» 

but the materials and shapes differ from Indian utensils also* 

Ladinos oat from plates» using knives and forks* Those last Items 

aro totally lacking in Indian households} and plates, when present» 
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serré to atore leftovers, not to serve meals» alase and china 

ware, seldom bought by Indians due to their high prioea» are re- 

garded as strlotly Ladino possessions* Beds with springs and 

mattresses» ornaments on the «alls* such as mirrors» largo photo- 

graphs! and paintings* complete the image of a Ladino household» 

in the eyes of the Indians, 

that there is a strong cultural element in the distinc- 

tion, although not specifically verbalisedt can be seen in the 

faot that some informants state that there are a few rich Indians 

who oould afford to have many of the items used exclusively by 

Ladinos» but they do not acquire them sinoe their customs are dif- 

ferent» Besides—and here we enter into the sphere of supernatural 

controls—a rich Indian who puts money into building a luxurious 

Ladino-like house would risk punishment by vitohoraft» 

Ladino malo and female oostumo is another symbol of class 

distinction. In spite of the faot that the process of changing 

from the traditional Indian costume to western dress has acquired 

great momentum in Pinola, the Revestido Indian never adopts some 

items of olothing whioh are considered strlotly Ladino. The dif- 

ferenoe between the olothing of the groups applies not only to 

quality» of whioh the Indians are highly oonsoious» but also to 

out and to speoial garments in the upper-class wardrobe* the 

first thing noticed is that a Ladino wears good» expensive mate* 

rials*. Parallel to «his* and foremost in the characterisation of 

Ladino dross» is that he wears shoes and not a hat* Ladinos wear 

hat» only during trips or when the hea* makes it neoessary, in 

whioh aaso he wears a small hat» «aliad Tolano locally, (the In- 

dian» on the other hand» never parts with his typloally wide- 
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brimmed bat). Short-sleeved, plaid or a tripod sport shirts worn 

outside closely fitted pants aro distinctive of Ladino men. In- 

dians consider that ono of their olass only lots his shirt tail; 

bang outside his pants when he is drunk* Although the subtropical 

climate does not require the «earing of jackets» complete suits, 

dark blue or black, are a "must" for Ladino social occasions. In- 

dians oall upper olass members "the jacketed ones." 

Ladino «omen are equally identified by their olotbing. 

Shoes* one-piece drosses (as opposed to the customary skirt and 

blouse of the Indian voman) are the main indicators. Underwear* 

seldom used by Tseltal women» is the valued symbol of upper olass 

membership whioh Ladinised Indians adopt, and they tend to make 

it a point to prore its use* as we repeatedly witnessed. A woman 

(H) belonging to this group insisted on her girls putting on pan- 

ties for a family gathering and went into a length explanation as 

to how that item of olothing was indispensable and how many pairs 

each of her daughters had. 

Distinctive eating habits» including different menus and 

timos of eating meals* come next in the image that an Indian has 

of Ladinos. First of all, rich, people can afford more meat* 

ohooolate, bread and bottled drinks with their meals* In addi- 

tion the Indian* who gets up before dawn and is in his milpa till 

late afternoon, usually eats his main meal upon his return, the 

Ladino who stays in town can distribute his meals as he pleases 

and doss It at his leisure* a late breakfast at 11 a.m. and lunoh 

at 3 p.m. 

Ladinos never eat a single oourse. They will have meat 

and rioe* and soup with it. If they oat vegetables, these are 
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bought in the market and aro not the wild varieties picked in tho 

woods which tho Indian eats, They have various kinds of fruit 

with a meal» a thing an Indian never does» because "how is he go- 

ing to know uhioh one made him sick?" (D0« B» Y» X). The food 

habits of Ladinos are so stereotyped in the Indian mind that they 

do not understand and consequently do not believe him whenever a 

member of the upper olasses states that he enjoys wild vegetables 

or po&ol (a typioally Indian gruel made of corn meal and water. 

In contrast with his own hard work in the fields» tho In- 

dians view Ladino commercial or professional activities as light» 

enjoyable and highly remunerative» m the words of several infor- 

mants (V» L, K, X» Y): 

A Ladino works always always right here in town but never 
in the fields. He is always in the shade» be it at the store, 
school» offloe or Municipal Presidency. Teaching and selling 
are their main activities. Work for a Ladino is walking 
around and talking •** talking to carry out his commercial 
dealings. If a rich Ladino owns corn fields» he pays others 
to get things done. A Ladino never earns» ho only pays. 

Ladinos know how to read» they have good ideas and are 
able to foresee the outcome of any enterprise* they talk well 
and can deal to their advantage with authorities. They are 
more Bcivilized" and understand better than we do* 

Intelligence and the capacity to "talk well" are important 

personality traits ascribed to Ladinos* The Indians when talking 

about themselves and Ladinos always make the distinction between 

the intellectual oapaeities of tho upper olasses and those of 

their own* They state repeatedly that an Indian does not know how 

to profit from his work and ends up in debt and has to floo the 

town* 

Pffefate soeial gatherings are very popular in Pinola. 

Birthdays, weddings, saints* days and baptisms are oooasions for 

partios with muslo provided by the looal marimbas* It is oommon 
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to see numerous onlookers standing outside the house* Among In- 

dians it is not unusual to invite some of the vatonera in and 

some even enter without invitation when drunkenness releases in- 

hibitions. When the parties take place in Ladino houses» the 

Indians also stand near the door» They are never Invited in, 

and they do not dare to go in, either* Nevertheless they become 

acquainted with some aspeots of the organisation of Ladino enter- 

tainment. The different times of day that Ladinos choose for 

their celebrations, plus the fact that in every one of them many 

couples are invited to dance, are the two aspects that Indians 

mention first. The first characteristic mentioned arises from 

the fact that the resident priest officiates at special hours for 

upper olass ceremonials! something which the Indians consider a 

privilege, slnoe they have to baptise their children only on Sun- 

days and marry on Saturdays, the two days on which mass ceremonies 

of this kind take place» Abundant and expensive foods, the best 

marimbas in town, good quality bottled liquor and "olosed doors," 

complete the description of a typical upper olass celebration» 

But the image of a Ladino as a different group Is rein- 

forced in the eyes of the Indians when they talk about physical 

trait» which obaraoteriae the members of the upper classes. The 

Indian considers himself a flUtober of a more "delicate race.* He 

uses this expression to explain some diseases which affect his 

group and which are not the result ef supernatural sanctions but 

of weak bleed. Disipóla has a high degree of inoldenoe among 

Finóla Indians, it ooattrs when an Individual beoomes "ashamed" 

or "rattled." The eircumstanoes in which one ean become sick are 

varied, but all of them have one element in common¡ they all take 
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placo In Bocial situations. Example3 aro: a young girl being 

wooed by a man in public> a «ornan falling down in the street and 

having her skirt fly up» or a woman being mistreated by her hus- 

band in front of other people» the most common symptom of the 

resulting illness is a rash which oan appear on the legs or on 

other parts of the body. The oure consists of spraying the pa- 

tient with a mixture of liquor and salt* Disipóla oan be oured 

by any member of the family or by a friendg it is never fatal, 

and people draw a olear distinction between it and more serious 

sicknesses. Yet it bothers Indians and «hey avoid certain situa- 

tions» afraid of becoming ill* 

Indians attribute to Ladinos stronger blood, which per- 

mits them to mix freely in the park and in other orowded places 

without being afflicted by this illness* They partially explain 

the better health of Ladinos on the grounds that Ladino injec- 

tions and medicines are better (although the Ladino medidnos are 

not considered effective for Indian patients). On two oooasions 

Indian women (X, Y) stated that Ladino women have different 

"bodies," and that they bleed longer after childbirth. This would 

seem to oontradiot the statement that Ladinos are stronger* but 

both informants Insisted that it was not a matter of strength but 

simply of difference. 

The type of life that Ladinos lead makes them less prone 

to eontraot diseases. Staying in town* they do not risk losing 

their souls as a result of a fright. Indians, on the other hand, 

spend most of their time working far from homo in the oorn fields 

or woods, where dangerous animals «r aooidents oan bring about 

the greatly feared illness called espanto. 
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tints the Ladinos are identified by a duster of eharaoter- 

iatiea which fall into two main categories* cultural and economic* 

In regard to a third category, personality traits»* *a mentioned 

above» a Ladino is thought to be intelligent» able to talk veil» 

and to get ahead materially. But Ladinos hare negative traits as 

«ell» For instance» they are never honest or straightforward* 

As one informant put it (S): "They are like my guitar» it sounds 

beautiful «hen the weather is olear but «hen it rains» it sounds 

bad,... Ladinos are just like that» they «Sftgge their moods." 

The Indian is highly oensoious of the derisive treatment 

he receives from the members of the upper classes. Their great» 

est complaint is that they are never greeted by Ladinos and that 

the scorn of the Ladinos has forced the Tseltales to give up cer- 

tain customs» such as bending the head to be touched by an older 

person as a sign of respect» and speaking their own dialect in 

the stores. The Indians verbalise dearly the unfair treatment 

given them by the Ladinos and also are avaro of the disadvantages 

of being forced to deal with them in commercial matters* Yet» 

they know also that there is no other Choice but to sell their 

produce to them» 

A final aspect of the image an Indian has of Ladinos has 

to de «ith the supernatural* Xt is important since it reinforces 

the total image of an out-group from which the Indian is separated 

by clearly felt differences* Ladinos do not practice witchcraft 

among themselves* The proof of this Is that they get rich and 

"nothing happens to them" (B, K). But mere important still» a 

Ladino cannot be bewitched by the Indians* This leaves them out- 

side the sphere of control» both in regard to protection and 
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negative sanctions. Attempts to bewitch a ladino must have boon 

made, no doubt* in setae eases of interpersonal conflict» but In- 

dians state that tdltob.es do not oare for Ladino flesh because it 

is "spoiled with, perfumed soap» hair oils and creams» all of whloh 

are absorbed and change the flavor of the meat" (B» K, X* Y» 00)» 

This is» at the psychological lovol» the most formidable 

barrier between the classes in Pinola, the Indian when dealing 

with members of his own group knows what to expect and how to be- 

have, but ho has difficulty in dealing with poople who are beyond 

the roach of those who sot and reinforce the norms for the Taeltal 

community. 

The image of Indiana Held by Ladinos 

In this section the data are necessarily more scanty. 

This is due» as was mentioned above» to the fact that the knowl- 

edge a Ladino has of Indian ways is much less than in the opposite 

case» and it is more stereotyped as well. Ladinos view Indians as 

ignorant» dirty* lazy and treacherous. Few Ladinos venture into 

Indian neighborhoods after dark* The faot of the Indian's igno- 

rance is in Ladino eyes more related to an inherent incapacity to 

learn and to progress than to a real lack of education. Even the 

teachers (0) and the few Ladinos (H) who write documents for In- 

dians «hen these ara needed to present to local authorities com- 

ment on the insurmountable illiteracy of the Taoltales, 

Toe oustoms and beliefs of Indians are only known at cer- 

tain levels» such as their practices for Carnival and the Bay of 

the Dead» or their beliefs in witchcraft or "fright." . With ref- 

erence to social control» of which witchcraft is the main aspect» 

Ladinos are aware of the consequences but not of the mechanisms 
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behind them» 

Names of individual^Indians are not well known. Hot even 

the Municipal President, who Is in charge of handing the baton to 

the newly eleeted Tzeltal Alcalde every year, could inform us on 

the membership of the hierarohy or thoir particular functions. 

There are four Indian leaders (AA, BB, 00, Z) who have 

beooste very well known to the Ladino local authorities, their 

functions are specifically those needed «then a problem arises be- 

tween the Indian section and the Ladinos. All of these men are 

literate, know Ladino tsays, have travelled to the capital of tho 

State and some as far as Mexico City (AA, CC) and somewhat bridge 

the gap between Ladinos and Indians* They are considered tho 

really important men by Ladinos* and given a seat next to author- 

ities during some ceremonies of official oharacter. They are not 

regarded as leaders or as important men by the Indians who know 

exactly in what type of circumstances they are useful. The Indi- 

ans also know the requirements which are not met by these men, 

requirements necessary for any man to become a respected member 

of tho hierarchy of supernatural oontrol. One of them is quite 

young (BB), another Is a Huisteoo (AA) «ho migrated to Finóla 

many years ago, and the third and fourth are rich (Z, GC) by In- 

dian standards. All of thorn thus have characteristics which sot 

them apart from the age-respeot and equalitartan principles which 

aro fundamental to acquiring personal asoendanoy among the Teel- 

tales. Jokingly, Indians say that these oten aro «Ladinos dis- 

guised aa Indians." The truly Important men aro virtually un- 

known outside tho Indian oirole. 

Sonto Indians are «nought to bo very rich, but miserly. 
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There are widespread rumors about the doviess by which an Indian 

hides gold coins, for instance, burying them in large earthen jars 

in his own garden. 

Perhaps the elearest image of an Indian is the one pre» 

sen ted during the big celebration commemorating the Mexican revo- 

lution. On this day, September 15th, there is an evening program" 

at the local school, organized by Ladinos who also play the main 

roles in the entertainment. For three consecutive years we wit- 

nessed these shows* which inolude music, poetry recitals, dancing 

and always a córalo skit. The aotors are Ladino students or young 

adults. The plot of the skit was strikingly similar in all three 

oelebrations. It was about a very poor» very dirty Indian, who 

could speak Spanish only with great difficulty and who was very 

sly in his methods of obtaining money to buy liquor without work- 

ing. The skit was received with tremendous enthusiasm by the 

Ladinos. 

In Finóla there is no overt conflict between the olasses, 

unless members of both have claims on the same piece of land. In 

such situations the Ladinos, in addition to the distrust they 

feel toward Indians» also feel certain fear of "what the Indians 

might 4» to them," Xn the ease of the most powerful Ladino family 

of Finóla (C)» when one of its members (A) bought land whioh had 

been oeeupied by Indians for many years and the Indians insisted 

on hating it baok, there was great pressure from all the family of 

the buyer to give it up. 

There are no instamos of Ladinos having been killed by 

Indians* yet they frequently talk about this possibility} they al- 

so mention fears of being poisoned by Indians if they eat whatever 
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Is offered as a gift» As a rule upper olass familias throw away 

cooked foods» and oran fruit, presented to them by Indian women* 

The Process of Ladinlsation 

In the preceding seotions we hare dealt with the descrip- 

tion of the two largest groups in this society» It can be seen 

that the sooial distance which separates them is much too wide to 

be bridged through the few types of contact into which they oorae. 

Nevertheless there is an active process of change in the community 

as a whole and» at a superficial level* one might consider that 

the rate of movement toward Ladiniaation on the part of the Indi- 

ans is rapid, since the younger Indians have almost completely 

abandoned the traditional costume and adopted Western type, or 

Ladino-like clothing. Also bilingual!sm—use of the Spanish 

language as well as the native Taoltal—has spread to almost all 

of the Indians» 

Precisely because some ohanges have acquired great momen- 

tum in the town» it was necessary to qualify the assumption that 

Ladiniaation was working successfully imPinola. It cannot be 

denied that the Indian who foregoes the easily identifiable tra- 

ditional white costume (3, L» V) feels safer when interacting with 

local Ladinos or working in nearby Industrial enterprises» such as 

Pujlltio» fié knows» or hopes that he will not be called "Indian" 

to his fatft» But this is not Ladlnisationt it is rather an adap- 

tation to the peculiar structure of the sooiety in which he lives» 

Be presents himself in a way which will eliminate the most obvious 

symbol cf Indianness» and thus will avoid derisive treatment from 

Ladinos» Deep inside he is as much an Indian as his kinsman or 

neighbor who dresses in white» As several eld men put itt "AM 
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long as he respeots his customs and his elders» a young man can 

dress as he pleases} at any rate, almost everybody here is adopt- 

ing Ladino costume." 

All of the Indians «ho adopt Western-type clothing oannot 

be assumed to be characterised by traits of the socially mobile» 

They neither take upper class Ladinos as a reference* nor do they 

pretend to incorporate themselves into that class* The change in 

these individuals cannot be denied, but it is not a purposeful and 

conscious change. The barriers to Ladlnisatlon lie deeply rooted 

in his identification with his group and his submission to a sys- 

tem of beliefs and sodal control -which set strict norms* The 

success or failure of crops» health and disease, even life and 

death are explained in terms of those beliefs, and change toward 

Ladino culture would imply abandoning them and thus becoming sub- 

ject to negative sanotions. Only when substitute norms for be- 

havior are found can ve speak of Ladinised Indians» 

In many aooulturated Revestidos we found an adoption of 

very superficial Ladino traits. In their forms of interaction, in 

their beliefs and values* they were still attached to Indianness. 

They explained their world, and their place in it, in terms of 

supernatural concepts. They behaved within a strict frame of ref- 

erence and never went beyond it. Basically, they did net know the 

norm» of Ladinos well and in «bis they contrasted strongly with 

the socially mobile individuals in the community, to be disnillwd 

later. This is a fundamental distinction to be kept in mind in an 

attempt to understand change in Finóla. As long as there la ne 

conscious attempt to adept the Ladinos as a reference group, other 

adoptions can be equated with a slow, steady process of aooultura- 
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The meaning of adopting Western-type clothing has an en- 

tirely different value in Finóla compared to other communities of 

the area «here all the men dress alike and all the tramen dress 

alike* In Pinola the adoption of Ladino olothes has been going 

on for over thirty years and has progressively lost meaning* What 

keeps the oommunlty functioning as a traditionally Indian system 

is not the maintenance of outward symbols» but a perfectly consist- 

ent and solidly Integrated web of beliefs which require the adher- 

ence of each and all of its members* 

Yet we find a group of finóla Indians who are trying to 

move upward and to "pass" as real Ladinos (M, ft» 0» F, Q» R» 3, T» 

Uf V)* Their sucoess Is not apparent over any short span of time* 

and we may even say that during their entire lifetime» no matter 

how hard they try» both Ladinos and Indians in the community will 

still regard them as Revestido Indians* There aro numerous people 

with Whom we became aoquaintod during our stay in the field and 

who fitted into what we call the group of Ladlnlsed Indians* The 

ways in which they presented themselves both to Indians and to La- 

dinos» and the patterned lying in their interaction with both 

groups followed similar linos in all oases* 

In three eases-ibese Indians (M» Q* S) had spent some 

years in Ladino houses, either as ohildren*a nurses or as visitors 

to Ladino godparents who kept them for long periods* Others (S, 

R» tf« V) had lived outside the community for several years and 

had had the opportunity of learning different ways of life* There 

were also a few who lacked either type of experience* but behaved» 

nevertheless» n»vy much like ones mentioned above (0» N» P» T). 
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All Of them bad at least partially internalised Ladino value» and 

although they had returned as adults to their Indian neighborhood 

and to its standards, they persisted in following Ladino «ays. 

We have not carried out any psychological depth studies 

in Finóla, therefore» any attempt at classifying this type of 

social climber from the point of view of a particular raobillty- 

orionted personality would be beyond our competence. Yet» if tro 

look at these people, not front An individual personality point of 

view but in terms of the local social structure» «here classes 

are divided according to cultural, social and ooonomio criteria, 

chango can take place, if at all, only with the denial of the 

symbols and norms of behavior and beliefs of one class, and the 

adoption of those vhloh characterize the other. This is, of 

course, not a phenomenon exclusive to communities of the type de- 

scribed here. Any form of social mobility Involves both a process 

of learning of upper class «ays and an acquisition of the symbols 

which its members display, out here the barriers to be crossed 

are of a distinctive kind. Persons «ho try to change must turn 

their backs on Xndianness» and present a -typical Ladino front* 

Since the image of Indians held by Ladinos is one of the barriers 

to mobility, these Ladinised Indians eliminate from their behavior 

anything that can be labeled as Indian. In our description of the 

behavior of «he sooially mobile Indian we «ill refer to ooffman** 

study en the presentation of the self (1959)* Not only the termi- 

nology but some of the concepts discussed in this book have been 

most useful in the analysis of Ladinised Indians «ho try to «pass.» 

••Upward mobility involves always the presentation of prop* 

or performances and the efforts to move upward ... are expressed 
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in totia»  of saorifioes made for the maintenance of front" (Goffwan 

1959:36). Ladiniaed Indians ar© slcillful performers uho, as will 

be aeon in the description of rejection of Indian traits and adop- 

tion of Ladino ones» 

• •• accentuate certain matters and conceal others.  **. con- 
trol [by the performer] over what is perceived is control 
ove* contact that is mode, and the limitation and regulation 
of what ia strain is a limitation and regulation of contact 
... failure to regulate the information acquired by the 
audience involves possible disruption of the projected defi- 
nition of tho situation (Goffman 1959:6*7 )• 

in Finóla the Ladlnised Indians cannot be equated with in- 

dividuáis «ho have begun to Operate in a oash economy. No natter 

on ho*? small a scale, the truth is that a cash economy prevails 

throughout this village, perhaps to different degrees» but every- 

one participates in it* Besides, there are many Indians who havo 

abandoned the traditional costume, who can bo classified as "rich" 

according to local standards, but who keep their identification 

tilth Indlanness. Tho explanation seems to lie at a deeper level? 

when an Indian is not well integrated in his own group, ho is 

lilcely to turn to tone Ladinos as his referenoe group. Once his 

rejection toward his own group begins, there is a complex network 

of changes involved in his Ladiniaation. The two systems offer 

no midway solutioni the gap between the strata in the society is 

too wide for anyone to maintain a firm foothold in both. 

In our discussion of the Images of each other that Ladinos 

and Indians have, wo said that distinetive dross, language» cus- 

toms and food habits aro the most outstanding indicators of 

Indian-group membership. Therefore, the Indian who tries to 

brides «he «wo cultures has to prooeed along «wo channels of ac- 

tion, the first of «hem implies "closing the door" on his Indian 
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past and the rejection of all obvious symbols of Indianness* The 

sooond is the presentation of the self with a front which resem- 

bles that of upper olasa Ladinos» Since all of the Ladinisod in- 

dlTiduala studied by us behaved -with striking similarity in these 

respects, ve will try to classify the forms of behavior whioh 

they adopt* 

It goes without saying that none of the Indian items of 

olothing are worn by these people» Among all the Laoinised men 

and women known there was one woman (M) still wearing long hair 

and walking barefooted but all of hor daughters bad short-cropped 

hair and some kind of shoes, no matter how simple or how worn out* 

next to clothing, the most manifest symbol of Indianness 

is fluency in the local Tseltal dialoot* All of the members of 

the group we are dealing with denied any knowledge of the language* 

When joking, they would "imitate11 Indian words, mispronouncing 

them grossly, to "provet that, just as there are Ladinos who can 

manage a few Tseltal expressions, they could do so too. The deni- 

al of linguistic Indianness went as far as the elimination from 

their vocabulary of some Spanish words, never used by Ladinos and 

characteristic of Indian speech. For instance, Indians use Tata 

instead ef the Spanish padre and Nana in place of madre, when they 

speak Spanish, He Ladinised Indian would admit to this usage and 

he would laugh at anyone who did» 

If some of those individuals (M, P) were eaught speaking 

the Indian dialect, they volunteered the explanation that neither 

of their parents could speak it, but that during their own life- 

time* working or playing with Indians, they had been able to ac- 

quire the language» As one informant (00) Revestido, but well 
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integrated with the Indian group onoo said: "When I visit some 

friends X just cannot speak Taeltal tilth them» lost somebody 

listening «ill call us Indians i tills is the best way my friends 

haro to pretend they are not Indians," In none of the oases 

known vas the dialect used at home* thus preventing the descend- 

ing generation from learning it. Together with the denial of 

knowing the Indian language goes a refusal to greet people in the 

streets using the T&eltal forms (even when meeting an older and 

theoretioally very respected man). This is not so strange thought 

since Ladinos are always around and the Indians avoid using their 

own dialect in such situations* 

A third type of class symbol In Finóla is the food eaten» 

as noted above, Indians are limited in their choice of foods by 

their eoonomio status» but aside from this they have strong pref- 

erences, A variety of wild roots» plants and leaves constitute 

part of their diet» and the staple foods are corn prepared in sev- 

eral ways and beans* The noon meal» usually taken during a rest 

in the fields» is pozol, a kind of gruel made of corn meal mixed 

with water* The Ladinlsed Indians deny drinking po&ol and olaim 

that they have ooffee and biscuits at these times. When people 

cf upper status visit their houses» they will make all efforts to 

offer them beer» pep» or biscuits in short» any refreshments that 

are non-Indian* 

Finóla Indians use Spanish surnames. Whether there once 

were Taeltal surnames is impossible to asoertain since the paro- 

chial books shew no trace of them* The practice of giving Indians 

Spanish, surnames» mostly those of missionaries or early Spanish, 

settle**» was common throughout Spanish Amerioa. The result is 
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that large Indian communities have only a handful of surnames. 

In Finóla the same situation obtains. Hie most "Indian" Spanish 

surnames ares santis, Bautista, Solano, Hontoya, Tovilla and 

Mendos» There are no Ladinos tilth these names, therefore, the 

surname by Itself Is a olear indicator of Indian group membership. 

When faeed by outsiders or by people who do not know them well, 

suoh as an upper class Ladino, the Ladlnlzed Indians xd.ll try to 

pass under the name of a Ladino.  Change of Christian name Is not 

so oommon, yet there Is a well-know* range of typical Indian names. 

We learned of only one woman who has changed her first name from 

the tnry  "Indian" Bonlfaola to the more Ladlno-llke Angelica (M). 

Lftgioally, an Individual who, when Interacting presents a 

front which will define him as a Ladino, may reoeive a blow to his 

performance if he is connected immediately with conservative In- 

dians who are his close kin. One of the first actions to be under- 

taken by Ladlnlzed Indians is the reduction to a minimum of inter- 

action with family members who still wear traditional costume. In 

some oases (P, 0) when he shares a common sitio with them, he may 

deny kinship ties and claim that thoy share the dwelling grounds 

for convenience only. In extreme eases there Is a total break off 

of contact (M, Q). 

When the truth about kinship ties is discovered, either 

by ladinos or outsiders (both being the least informed on real in* 

dlan familial affiliations), some fanciful explanations are of* 

fered (M, Q, T). It is said that members of the family who dress 

as conservative Indians were brought up as Ladlfeos, but that they 

found Indian costumes well suited for work and onee they got used 

to it» never gave it up. This may sound like a fruitless lie but 
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it fonos part of the effort to cover up the most outstanding 

clues to identification. 

Hone of tho Ladiniaed Indians known to us admitted to 

knowing any of the aspects which constitute the core of Indian 

culture» Systematically they repeated their ignorance of myths» 

ways of supernatural control, ways of curing* etc* Many efforts 

to obtain their opinion on those aspects met with no success 

whatever• inly once one of the most Ladinized cien (3)j complained 

that old men in town served only to slow down progress by punish- 

ing those who wanted to got ahead. He added tliat the only motive 

behind the threats of witchcraft was envy, real 9nryt  but that 

disease had other causes. 

In Finóla therapeutical techniques are varied, but a few 

stand out as typically Indian, namely, the use of the sweat bath 

and the building of snail fires at the entrance of a room in which 

there is a newly-born child, in order to exclude diseases from 

outside» In other respects, curing techniques have many points 

of contact with ladino practices, even if the beliefs of the lat- 

ter are acre on the level of superstitions than on a magleo- 

rellgious one» The Ladlnlftcd Indians follow Indian practices in 

curing, but only in the utmost seereoy» overtly they would claim 

an adherence to Ladino patent medicines, talk about injections, 

and in particular, about the "Soever downtown" (M, P, 4» R, S, V). 

thus far we have mentioned ferae of behavior whioh serve 

the purpose of denying Indiannoss. But the process would not be 

complete éf this group of Ladiniaed Indians wero net to adept some 

positive symbols of Ladino classes» the choice of symbols is lim- 

ited, however, there is a wide range of Ladino symbols which are 
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beyond the reach of almost any Ladlnlfted person» lnoludlng most 

of those which fall in the oategory of oconomio symbols* It would 

be impossible for most to acquire a ladino house in the center of 

town, or to carry out the characteristic activities of the upper 

classes» 

In the disousslon of the rejection of Indian symbols, a 

complementary adoption of Ladino ones vas implied. The Ladlnised 

Indian who abandons traditional costume adopts Ladino-like olothesj 

when refusing to speak Taeltal, he tries to improve his Spanish; 

and similar patterns apply to food» curing» and so forth. 

Of the positive ways in which Ladlnized Indians claim 

closeness to the Ladinos» the two most important are (1) pretended 

ties of friendship with members of the upper <*lass» and (2) forced 

ties of ritual kinship» or oompadraggo. these last ties are 

forced because only members of the lower class request Ladinos to 

become godparents for their children. The difference is great 

between Indians who ask a few Ladinos to beoome godparents of their 

Children and the Ladlnized Indians who try to have only Ladinos, 

the new bond does not alter the forms of interaction» but suoh an 

Indian will claim greet oomradoship with his oompadro. and will 

try to benefit from this f 6m of kinship. Dropping names of La- 

**no compadres is a common form of behavior when talking both to 

Indians and Ladinos. They also mention special favors received 

from ladinos and the mutual trust between them, and also claim 

participation in private Ladino celebrations. In these matters» 

however» we find the greatest discrepancy between verbalisation 

and reality. The Ladinised Indian will mention frequently his 

contaoto in the Ladino world and will desoribe many instances to 
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prove than. He «111 repeat before his acquaintances how, on such 

and such an ooeasion, ho gave a "piece of his mind" (M, Q, s) to 

the richest Ladino in town and reminded him of the tines «hen he 

«as neither rioh nor a Ladino.  (This denying true Ladino origins 

to persons «It» are recognised as such by everybody else in town 

is oommon with the Ladini&ed Indians.) But when faoe-to-faoo re- 

lations with a member of the upper olass actually ooour, the La- 

dlnised front oollapses, because the Ladino knows who is an Indian 

and the Indian in spite of his acquired Ladino ways cannot play 

fee role successfully. In short» the performance of Ladinised In- 

dians is actually more often for the benefit of the Indian group 

and for the half-Ladinos, and only very indirectly for upper olass 

members• 

there are two settings in whloh claims to Ladino olass 

membership cannot be kept up successfully. The first, as men- 

tioned above» is when faced by Ladinos and the second is in the 

Ladiniaed Indian*s own home» Here, as Goffman points out (1959: 

112), the performer is in a "back region or backstage" and no 

member of the audience is likely to intrude. "The impression 

fostered by the performances is knowlingly contradicted as a mat- 

ter of course«n The front collapses on aoeount of the pervasive 

influence of Indianness in house equipment end in customs, unhap- 

pily reinforced by ether members of Idas family who may not team 

up with the ladlnlsod Indian. 

There are,, however, instances in whloh the Ladiniaed In- 

dian is brought out Into the open and faced by a critical audi- 

ence. This ooours at oertaln events In their social lifo such as 

baptisms or weddings whloh, by local oustom» follow entirely dis- 
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tinot paths according to whether they are organised by Indians or 

by Ladinos. We veré inritod to several of these occasions» dur- 

ing which the Ladinised Indians made every effort to oarry through 

ideal Ladino behavior» We «ill desoribe suoh patterns of behavior 

witnessed at one wedding» typical of several we attended* 

The bride*a mother (M), the most Ladinized of the whole 

family, had forbidden her ¿auditor to marry two young Revestidos, 

because there vas too ntuoh Indian traditionalism in thoir fami- 

lies* Finally, she suooeeded in marrying tho girl to a very poor 

Ladino, the groom's family» however» were infuriated with all 

the preparations for the wodding, the norms imposed by tho bride*s 

family» and tho subsequent expenses inourrod. 

the arrangements prooeding the ceremony started with the 

oholoo of godparents* For this, and contrary to all Indian tra- 

ditions, several oouples (instead of only ono) were nominatedj a 

local teacher and his wife, the local dootor and the anthropolo- 

gist» and the son and daughter of two of the most prominent Ladino 

families* The invitations wore printed cards specifying that god- 

mothers should wear pink dresses to tho ceremony» According to 

the bride's f aadly's version, everybody was delighted to have been 

nominated and had aooepted wholeheartedly. Twelve young oouples 

were supposed to eseort the newlyweds from the church to the house 

«hers the party would take place, and there they would dance. Up 

to this paint, everything was arranged according to upper olass 

wedding customs» When finally the day arrived, the Ladino god- 

parents failed to show up, some of them refusing flatly, others 

leaving town on an "urgent call,*» Indeed, one nominee had been 

living in Mexico city for a whole year, a faot that the bride and 
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her family were unaware of. the wedding had to be postponed In 

order to ohoose substitutos* while gossip was rife among both La- 

dinos and Indians. When the marriage took place there was only 

one "Ladina" present» the anthropologist. One couple of half- 

Ladlnos had been appointed as godparents, and the twelve couples 

had been reduced to four» mainly girls working as servants in rich 

houses and young males of the same half-Coraltoco class. No Indian 

wearing the traditional oostume was present; upon cheeking after- 

wards we learned that they had been carefully eliminated from the 

lists Of guests.  Tho bride»s family in this instanoe, by a oare- 

ful selection "were excluding from tho audlenco those before whom 

they had performed in tho past (or in differont settings) a show 

different and Inconsistent with the current ono" (Goffman 1959:137)* 

Nevertheless» the party whioh followed the religious cere- 

mony, aside from the failure to display Ladinos from the center of 

town, was organized according to upper class norms» The marimba 

was the best in Pinola, the meal offered was not only perfect ac- 

cording to Ladino standards, but the cook hired to prepare it was 

a well-known woman who works almost exclusively for the rioh fami- 

lies in town* Pink dresses were totally absent but the bride was 

dressed aooordlng to upper class fashion if we exoept quality of 

material ar»d taste. 

Summing up» we can see that the Ladinlsed Indian tries to 

elimb the social ladder by a dual process of rejection of traits 

belonging to the class he wants to leave and adoption of those 

typical of the group he aspires to be assimilated lento. Among the 

rejections of Indian traits we can mention arei (1) dress, (2) 

language, (3) kinship ties, (k)  foods, (5) knowledge of mágico- 
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religious praotices and beliefs. ihe adoptions are mostly ins 

(1) Yerbal behavior, (2) ties of ritual kinship with Ladinos, 

(3) marriage into the half-Ladino group which is tho next hi$ior 

in status to their ow:. 
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IV.  DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY 

In the description of the behavior of the Ladinised Indi- 

an in Pinola we hare used the oonoept of reference group as ex- 

pressed by Morton. In all eases described it oould be seen that 

the socially mobile **oriented themselves to groups other than 

their own in shaping their behavior and evaluations" (Morton 

1957*282). Yet» some further olarifioation of the aotual refer- 

ence group for the Pinola Indian is needed here. There is not 

one, but two reference points for the mobile person, which he 

uses in different ways. The upper olass Ladinos are an ideal 

reference group, the half-Ladino is actually the normative group. 

The use of contrasting outside points of referenoe for 

self-evaluation and the apparent resulting inconsistencies in be- 

havior become clear when we oonsider the way this society is 

stratified. Recently, Frenoh (196111*03) described a similar 

oase of multiple points of referenoe in the description of Chi- 

noolcan behavior. The situation deploted for the Ohinookan is 

different but he also ttcommonly uses three points of reference, 

Ohinookan, Sahaptin and White. Depending upon how he categorises 

a situation, a Ohinookan will employ one or more of those in mak- 

ing evaluations." 

In view of the similarity between the customs of Indians 

and half-oomiteoos in Pinola, and the necessity of rebooting the 

symbols of Indian life, the soolally mobile have no alternative 

but to imitate the upper class Ladino* oven though there is no 

h 70 
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hope of aoooptanoe by this olass. The aspeot of rojeotion Is 

fundamentali the upper olass norms are adopted not as a strategy 

to gain aoooptanoe by the highest olass but really as a tech- 

nique to guarantee their non-Indiarmess in the eyes of the poor 

Ladinos. 

Beals (1953:338) says that in Mexico "Indians can more 

albeit slowly into rural mestizo classification." We have pre- 

sented here the case of a group of people who, although relative- 

ly unsuccessful during their own lifetime» are able to move up- 

ward into the half-Ladino olass by marrying either themselves or 

their children into that olass (0» 0,, R, S, T). The oonsoious 

rejeetion of the main symbols of Indian identification favors 

their assimilation. A proof of this slow upward sooial movement 

is related to the difficulty of classifying people onoe they are 

"intermingled," meaning by this that they are descendants of Re- 

vestido Indians and half-Ladinos. In repeated instances we tried 

to elioit ratings of descendants Of mixed unions» both from Indi- 

and and half-Ladinos.  The answers were always typioal. Those 

ohildren were not quite Indian due to the fact that (1) one of 

the parents had different customs, (2) they were not taught the 

Indian language, and (3) one of the parents was of a different 

"raoe," whioh in the minds of the people of this village amounts 

to a biolojfcioal distinction. 

The same impreoision in rating people as Revestido Indi» 

ana or half-Ladino takes plaoe with reoent settlers in Finóla. 

There are a number of men who have arrived in town alone, and 

have married looal half-Ladino women (S, 1$  T). The parentage 

of these people is unknown to Pinola inhabitants. This oreates 
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latent doubts and gossip man/ times attributes to them an Indian 

origin* But so long as the foreigner keeps a consistent Ladino 

frontt he is aooepted as a lower class Ladino* 

Of the two types of ohange which, are taking place in Pi* 

nola, the first can be called aooulturation and the second Ladini- 

sation. Aooulturation is characterized by (1) a slow rate of 

ohange , (2) experiences shared by all members of the Indian group» 

(3) an influenoe on the community as a whole, and (k)  effoots 

whioh are minimal when viewed, in a short time span* In oontrast, 

Ladinisation (1) has a rapid rate of ohange, (2) affoots only 

certain individuals. (3) shows effoots whioh are maximal over a 

short time span, (4) has no important influenoe on the rest of the 

oommunity, and (5) is mobility-oriented. 

We are not discarding the possibility of a slow process 

of Ladinization in the oommunity as a whole, but the types of 

ohange have to be qualified because they involve two entirely dif- 

ferent prooesses* It is olear that both types of ohange arise 

from the impact on Indians of Ladino culture» both local and na- 

tional* the question still to be answered is ihat are the oauses 

of the rapid Ladinisation of some individuals? 

Mobility always involves some oonfliot for the socially 

mobile» An interesting example of hov, even in open-class United 

States, the oooupationally mobile person faoes the problem of mar- 

ginal! ty is brought forth by Blau (1956:290), in his analysis of 

"Social Mobility and Interpersonal Relations," Blau says that 

Ihe upward mobile must ohoose between abandoning hope of 
translating his occupational suooess into social aeoeptanoe 
by a more prestigeful group and saorifioing valued soolal 
ties and customs in an effort to gain aeoeptanoe ••• the mo- 
bile persona are not well integrated in either soolal olasa* 
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Without extensive and intimate social eontaots, they do not 
have sufficient opportunity for complete acculturation to 
the values and style of life of the one group* nor do they 
continue to expolienoo the full impact of the soolal con- 
straints of the other* But both groups exert some influence 
over mobile individuals since they have, or have had social 
contacts with members of both, being placed by economic cir- 
cumstances amidst the one» «13110 having been socialised 
among the othor. 

The sooial distance between classes in Pinola is such 

that the Ladini?ed Indian becomes marginal to both his group of 

origin and to the one he is trying to enter. There is no halfway 

mobility in this system.  Stonequist, in his analysis of the mar- 

ginal man, draws some conclusions which apply exactly to the sit- 

uation we are dealing with» 

The oenoept of the marginal man refers to any individual 
who is living in two cultures which are in oonflict. By the 
phrase living in two cultures: is meant the:participation of 
the individual in each culture or group to such an extent 
that he is able to take the point of view or attitude of each 
of the two cultures toward the other. By conflict is meant 
a relationship between the two groups which Involves attitudes 
of superiority, contempt, prejudice, etc. on the parís of the 
more powerful group toward the other and weaker. These atti- 
tudes may find open and blatant expression or they may be 
subtly expressed by a reserve. The marginal individual is 
one who has ties of origin, whether through one or both par- 
ents, with the weaker or minority and who has also come to 
Identify himself in some way» with the dominant group. Be- 
oause he has this double identification with the two groups 
in oonflict he experiences in his own mind the external cul- 
tural conflict (Stonequist 1930:307). 

Mobility in Middle American bioultural communities has 

been analysed by students from the point of view only of upper 

olass barriers» We want to stress that in Pinola the barriers 

have to be understood as double, those which the upper Glasses 

•at before the climbing Individuals and those which his own olass 

erects* Only when we consider both types of barriers does it be- 

come clear why the stratification present in this tsip In a way 

"determine" the forms of marginal!ty. 
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In Finóla the raarglnality of the socially mobile is ao- 

oentuated ainco, rathor than merely a progression* Ladinization 

is a true oonrersion. 
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APPENDIX I 

Souroos of Information 

For the purpose of reference symbols aro given for in» 

formante «ho were the basis of the findings. The following Is a 

list of selected informants tilth whom we worked during our stay 

in Plnola, «hen either "Indians say" or "Ladinos say" appears in 

this paper, the statements referred to were heard repeatedly from 

numerous individuals of the group Indicated. 

(A) David Sonora Vemls (W* years old), Ladino-englneer 

from northern Mexico who was married to (C) in 19^6 and set- 

tled down in Finóla. He owns two power mills for grinding 

oorn, trucks, two ranches, a movie house, and beehives; and 
he engages in buying agricultural products from local Indians. 

He furnished confidential information about the faking of pop- 

ulation percentages in census. 

(B) Alberto Monde* Tovilla (26 years old). Aooulturated 

Revestido. Literate» Identified with his group. Has not 

travelled outside Plnola until recently when he worked in 

San Cristobal as linguistic informant for the University of 

Ghioago Chiapas projeot. 

(C) Elva Ylllatoro de Segura (33 years old). Ladina, 

Member of the richest family In town. Engages aotively in 

same oommerolal activities as husband (A). 

(0) Abenamar Parola Argttollo (41 years old). Ladino. 

Teaoher in the looal elementary school. 

(B) Melquíades váscucs [kS years old). Half-comíteco, 

originally from a nearby colony. Small agriculturist. Aotive 

member of the Catholio ohuroh and president of the sodality 

of San Mlgual (some people say he Is a Revestido). Vide ties 
of compadraK|>o with local Indians* 
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(I?) Lua Guillen de Rala (40 years old). Half-Comiteoa. 

Originally from Coraltan, has lived in Pinola for the last 30 
years. Owns a small ©anteen. Husband Is small agriculturist, 

(G) Pedro Rui* (50 years old)» Half -coral teoo bom in 

Finóla, Small agriculturist, 

(H) Bliaa Oordlllo (65 years old). Ladino, Works re- 

pairing watches» typewriters and other maohlnery. Also writes 

applications and titles to land for illiterate people, 

(I) Eladio Ruis (40 years old), Half-comiteoo (some in- 

formants say he is a Revestido),  Originally from the Ranchos, 

Small agriculturist. Works as mason in town also. Active mem- 

ber of the catholic church. Wide ties of ooapadraago with lo- 

cal Indians, 

(j) Smlllo Martinea (60 years old). Ladino,  Owner of 

one of the big stores in town. 

(K) Brlcio HernAndea Hontoya (38 years old).  Conservative 

Indian.  On his way to being a member of the hierarchy of super- 

natural control. 

(L) Agustín Lopes (20 years old), A Revestido acoulturar- 

ed Indian. Thoroughly identified with his group.  Will be a 

ouror in the future, 

(M) Angélica Qinfooz (48 years old),  Ladinized Indian 

woman» brought up In ladino godmother*s house in Pinola, 

(N) Guillermo Moreno (19 years old), Ladinised Indian. 

Literate. His father is married to a half-Gomltooa and Gui- 

Harmo has already "passed." 

(0) José* Bautista (35 years old), Ladinised Indian,  Small 
agriculturist, marimba player. Married to a half-Corn*teoa. 

(P) Gilberto Domínmio» (23 years old). Ladini««d Indian, 

Claims he was born out of wedlock of a Ladino father and an In- 

dian oothor. Sinoe his adoption, at 3 year» old, he has lived 

with an Indian family* 

(Q) Candelaria Lone» (18 years old), Ladlnlaod Indian, 

Recently married to a half-Gomiteco. 
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(H) Augusto Bautista (fel years old). Ladinlsod Indian, 

fformer marimba player» Married to a half-Comiteca. Recently 

moved out of town, to Ixtapillo where he owns a small store. 

(S) Alberto Garcia (28 years old). Ladinized Indian. 

Literate. Has lived many years outside Finóla. Small agri- 

culturist, part-time carpenter. Married to a local half-Gomi- 

teoa. 

(T) Felix Ramirez {k$ years old)i Ladlnised Indian. 

Small agriculturist. Married to a half-Comiteoa. 

(U) Miguel Méndez (20 years old). Ladinized Indian. 

Works for long periods in the ooffoe plantations near the city 

of Tapachula. 

(V) Asuncion Montoya (25 years old). Ladinlsed Indian. 

Works as foreman in the rico mill noar Pinola,  Comes to town 

only On weekends. 

(W) Martín Méndez Bautista {56 Yoars old). Very aooul- 

turated Rovestido Indian. Identified with his group. Married 

to a local Indian woman. Lived for 20 years in other oities. 

Also travelled widely as a soldier. 

(X) Smestina Bautista Santls (36 years old). Conserva- 

tive Indian woman* 

(Y) Silveria Tovilla (70 years old). Conservative Indian 

woman. 

<z) Juan Tovilla (69 years old), Indian leader. Plays 
the role of intermediary with Ladinos. Travels often to capi- 

tal of the State, Rioh man. 

(AA) Miguel do la Cruz (50 yoars old), Huisteoo resident 

in Pinola, Leader in spseial situations which requiro dealing 
with Ladinos. Has bean president of the looal Ejido and is 

now representative for Csnraunal Lands, Rioh man, 

(SB) «asjMrt.0 Jimono* (38 years old). Literate, Leader 

of the Indians in situations of oontaot with Ladinos, At pres- 

ent has a minor post in the Ladino Munioipal presldenoy. 
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(OC) Alojo ffores (60 years old),  Loader of Indian people 

In same position as (AA) and (OB),  lias boon presidant of the 

Ejido for many years. Has travolled widely. Literate. Late- 

ly has lost prestige ©van in that particular role as inter- 

mediary because he leans too overtly to the side of the Ladinos. 

(DD) Baillo Solano (V* years old). Revestido, acoultur- 

ated Indian. Identified with his group. Literate. Is a ouror, 
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APPENDIX II 

Critique of TumdLn'a Study 

We have reserred for the last section of this paper a oom- 

ment on Tumin's book, Paste In a Peasant SociSty» This is a 

study which has many points of oontaot with the subject matter 

which has eonoorned us here. Not only is the community on which 

the study is based., San Luis Jilotepeque in Guatemala, Ladino- 

Indian, as is Finóla, but Turain also desoribes the inter-ethnic 

relations, and considers the forms of interaction and the patterns 

of avoidance* The social structure of San Luis appears to have a 

high degree of coincidence with the one in our Chiapas town. Yet, 

the author's thesis is "that the stratification system in San Luis 

is caste-like, with two castes fitted into one social system in a 

type of equilibrium which requires their common participation in 

many aspects of the social life (19 52 i 59) •*• but where the lines 

of olass mobility are not open to anyone defined as an Indian" 

(1952i215). 

Our comments may appear somewhat disorganised because they 
touch on different aspeots of Turain*s study, such ast  (1) incom- 

plete information on one of the two castes which results in assump- 
tions, relating to values, beliefs, norms and attitudes which do 

not correspond to reality; (2) the presentation of the data, i.e., 

the enoounters between castesj and (3) a lack of elaboration in 

certain seotlons in the description of the possible social and cul- 

tural changes in san Luis. 

As for Pinola we have, this far, presented our data en the 

Ladinised Indian and have discussed the beliefs and value systems 

of the Tseltal Indians. It has been our aim to stress the barriers 

to mobility set before the Individual who attempts to oross the 

class boundaries» both by Ladinos and by his own group* and the 

particular channels along which ooolal mobility must take place. 

Tumin's work in San Luis was mostly based on the results 

of questionnaires and lacks sufficient information which would as- 
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slat In understanding Indian norms. Throughout tho book, the au- 

thor analyses tho barriers set to nobility by the upper class* but 

any real understanding of Indian religious beliefs» of tho forms 

of lntragroup social oontrol or of the role of"the Indians In in- 

teraction is absent* 

Unfortunately} this approaoh permeates the description and 

evaluations made by the author»  Xt Is difficult to agree with the 

statement that 

the fact of non-sharing of values is* in short» what makes it 
possible for the Indian to be insulted by tho Ladino, as the 
Ladino sees it but not as tho Indian sees it....  Indians know 
that the Ladinos think poorly of them. But this «knowledge* 
is different fron tho •awareness* which implies recognition 
plus sensitivity {Turaln 19525133)» 

In our exporienoe both recognition and sensitivity to 

sliglits were extremely sharp among Indians who verbalised clearly 

the ways In which Ladinos used Indians to their own advantage in 

tho economic sphere, scorned sono traditional Indian customs which 

as a result had to be given up. insulted Indians in public if they 

did not follow Ladino commands promptly, and so forth. 

It was not borne out in our data that the non-sharing of 

values insulates the feelings of the Indians.  It Is rather that 
the values and the strict norras for behavior which regulate lntra- 

Indian society do not provide them with a ready-to-hand role in 

which to reaet to insult* since in their own culture* faoe-to-face 

conflict solving is noticeable absent and besides that, their 
status* subordinate to that of Ladinos* would make them subject to 

strong negative sanctions if they behaved differently. 

One could not expect to find an exact replloa of the Pi- 

no la ways of social oontrol In San Luis. Yet, it Is apparent that 

many aspects of Pinola life are present in the Guatemalan village* 

For instance 1 
A number of Indians who can afford brlok floors have not 

had them put in thoir houses. One of the standard rational- 
isations offered In explanation of this fact is that «we are 
too poor.* Basically this refers not to the eoonomio ability 
to oonstruct a brlok floor but* rather to tho ability to pur- 
chase those othor symbols of status whioh in the prevailing 
definitions aro natujal oonoomitanta of bsiok floors. When 
tóio Indian therefore insists that ho is too poor to be able 
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to afford something which in faot he oould afford if it were 
to bo his only purchase, ho really refers to the fact that 
he has no «right» in teros of his total economic status to 
think in the terms implied by brick floors» This sentiment 
generally prevails throughout the Indian group and it is re- 
inforced at all points by the invidious view Indians take 
toward those among them who pretend toward wealth or soolal 
status as measured by conspicuously oonsumed items of dis- 
play, It requires a great deal of courage on the part of 
any Indian to flaunt this convention and to bear the oonse- 
quences (Tumln 1952:107-108)* 

The danger of negative sanctions in case of violation of 
Community egalitarian norms, and the role of witohes and witoh- 
oraft as a form of social control, of which the preceding para- 
graph is an example * passes unnoticed in tho pages of Caste in a 
Peasant Society, Yet> as said boforo, it can be inferred from 
the context. Again, X quote at longth: 

As in any system whore reason is not the primary guide, 
the ideas concerning the relations between magical forces 
and health in San luis display some marked feiconalstenoies 
[underlining ours]. The net result is that the same disease 
may be held on different occasions to bo differently caused, 
the preference for one or another notion depending not on 
pathological symptoms nearly so much as on the sodo-psyoho- 
logioal situation of the patient relative to possible hos- 
tile acts by himself and his enemies. Thus for instance, 
when one feels secure about his good standing with his asso- 
ciates, tho occurrence of a pain in the stomach may be at- 
tributed simply to overeating. When however, this pain 
comes shortly after tho patient has had an argument, it is 
believed that the likelihood is increased that some magl- 
oally induced force suoh as an evil wind, purposivoly con- 
jured against him is responsible ,,, belief is invested in 
«srlous typos of magical theories «•• [like] magical oroa- 
«nves and powers, such as small animals secretly placed in- 
side of one, which then grow and ghostlike creatures of no 
particular form which simply torment the person. 

The jtpeoialist in thenuse of «hose materials and the 
control of these forces is oalled a brujo, or wisard, and 
his art brujería, or witchcraft. He or «he is held to aet 
soMStiass on the paid instigation of an enemy» sometimes 
out of sheer malice, sometimes In retribution for bad 
things said or tiiought about him. Generally, the bruio la 

«tod with a degree of. omnipresence and omniicienoe, so w*rmm^r*m ^*     -' - ••- - sensory oontaot with those lA-irGsl£I3JsMl:M^ 

^bleh have never been overtly . expressed (underlining oursj 
In the actual diagnosis of a disease the visard hired,•• 

conducts an inquiry •*, questions are asked concerning pos- 
sible offense given ,,, 
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It is interesting in this regard, that many of the wia- 
ards «ho are held capable of black magic are also considered 
efficient ourers of disease...• The seourlng of their ser- 
vices creates the rather ticklish pgyoholqpleal situation of 
^ettini> the dlseaao-oauaerto act noy as 
lerllning ours| (Tumin 1952 JíM-^)* 

seaa'e-ourer (un- 

This lengthy quotation is a brief example of what wo 

would refer to as lack of depth in the knowledge of San Luis cul- 
ture, which vitiates some of the interpretations arrived at by 

the author. Thus, when he describes a group of Indians, who ap- 

pear to be very similar to the Ladlnised ones in Pinola, he says 

that 
the greatest dissatisfaction with the traditional [Indian] 
pattern is to be found among young men who are beginning to 
operate within a cash economy) to forego religious devo- 
tions} to accept secular Ladino definitions of what is de- 
sirable} and to Ignore the prestige and respeot tradition- 
ally commanded by old men of the group (ibid.>228). 

Tumin does not press the point any further and desoribes 
only briefly two oases of Indians who are trying to bridge both 

cultures and for whom 

It is no longor possible in terms of their own attitudes to 
fit again into the traditional Indian structure and by no 
means possible, in terms of Ladino attitudes, to have any 
real mobility Inside Ladino social organisation. They are 
marginal to both cultural foci and derive full satisfaction 
from neither (ibid.>230). 

As to what is really the behavior of these men or what 

are the secular Ladino definitions of what is desirable which they 

adopt, or more particularly, in just what ways the prestige of old 

men Is ignored, no further information is given. Such an impor- 

tant statement as "a portion of the Indian community is being slow- 

ly fractured off so that it oomes to share Ladino values and thus 

deprecate other portions of the Indian community" (ibid.{229) is 

unoonvineing* It would have been Interesting to the reader to 

know more about what lies behind such statements ass "social and 
cultural changes are initiated in San Luis in part by those indi- 

viduáis who are cast off the main currents of the culture by its 

inadequacies and/or their own1* (Ibid. 1139). 

A last aspect to comment on is Tumin's olasslfioation of 

Ladino-Indian interaction in San Luis in situations characterized 
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by ono or moro of the following conditions:  (1) Ladinos and 
Indians are mutually dependent for the success of the effort 
about which the situation is constructed [seller-buyers em- 
ployer-employee; landoTmer-tenant]; (2) one group noeds the 
other an<L profits from its participation without the latter 
incurring any loss or feeling especially •used» [godparent; 
prostitution]; (3) both broups are compelled by a force or 
custom external and compulsive upon both of thora to partici- 
pate jointly [Ladino religious and political affairs, educa- 
tion]; (¿*) the joint participation is unavoidable and of 
short duration, even though it nay be regular in its occur- 
rence [meetings in streets, roads and plaza] (ibid»;17*0« 

That this classification is not ideal can be seen by the author*s 

statement that many of these encounters share more than one of the 
listed conditions*  Certainly, if "caste interaction1' in San Luis 

prescribes a derisive treatment for Indians, in order to reinforce 
social distance, it is manifestly unlikely that an Indian prosti- 

ture will not feel "used" by a Ladino. 

this statement, as «ell as the others quoted above, tends 

to make difficult a realistic understanding of the class structure 

In Tumin»s Guatemalan community. 
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